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i. 
FOREWORD 
^TVt^E HAVE endeavored to fix 
yj^/ upon the pages of this 
"Key" the spirit of our college dur¬ 
ing an important year of its his- 
lorx. In so far as it is possible to 
picture, ivilh pen and ink, life on a 
college campus, zve have striven to 
do justice to Bowling Green Col¬ 
lege. If zve have prepared some¬ 
thing that in the years ahead iviil 
call to your mind pleasant experi¬ 
ences, old scenes, and friends, al¬ 
most forgotten amid the cares of 
later life, and thus ivill fix a little 
stronger the tie that hinds our 
hearts to our Alma Mater, zve 
shall he satisfied. 
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DEDICATION 
C7^L O   express   our   great 
\1/ appreciation for their 
thorough and accurate 
scholarship, their diligence, 
fairness, and skill as teach¬ 
ers,   their   christian   ideals, 
for the  inspiration  gained 
through   them,   and   as   a 
token   of   our   esteem,   we 
dedicate this volume of the 
"Key" to Dr. Kohl and 
Professor Sch-warz 
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President 
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Vice-President 
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Secretary 
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BAIRD BEATTIE 
FLORENCE BAIRD, A. M. 
Foreign Languages 
Ohio State  University 
GEORGE \Y. BEATTIE, A. M. 
Agriculture 
University of Illinois 
NIXA G. BEATTIE, A. B. 
Critic Teacher Fourth Grade 
Michigan State Normal 
CALVIN J. BIERY, M. S. 
Rural Education 
Ohio  Northern  University 
BT.UM CARMICHAEI. 
BEATTIE BIERY 
ETHYL M. BLUM, B. L. S. 
Librarian 
University of Illinois 
JAMES \V. CARMICHAEI., A. B. 
English 
University of Michigan 
DOROTHY CLEMENT, B. M. 
Music 
North Carolina College for Women 
DANIEL B. CROWLEY, B. S. 
Industrial Arts 
Columbia University 
CLEMENT CROWLEY 
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DOAXE DURRIN 
MAUDE DOAXE 
Critic Teacher Fifth Grade 
Bowling Green State Normal Col¬ 
lege 
GRACE DURRIX, A. M. 
English 
University of Michigan 
HAZEL FITZGERALD, A. M. 
Commercial  Education 
Wittenberg College 
MARION HALL 
Musk 
Crane Normal Institute of Music 
FITZGERALD HALL 
HARRIET S.  HAYWARD, A. M. 
Supervisor of Practice Teaching 
Columbia  University 
HEI.EX W. HEXDERSOX, Ph. B. 
Home Economics 
University of Chicago 
LAURA A. HESTON, B. S. 
Home  Economics 
Ohio State University 
CLYDE HISSOXG, A. M. 
Director  of   Training School 
Columbia Universitv 
HAYWARD HEVDERSOV HESTOV HISSONG 
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HOLT KIMMEL 
WILLIAM P. HOLT, A. B. 
Geography 
Oberlin  College 
HERBERT L. KIMMEL, Ph. M. 
Psychology 
Universitv of Chicago 
E. G. KXEPPER, B. S. 
Coinniercial Education 
Ohio  State  University 
CLAYTOX C. KOHL, Ph. D. 
Social Science 
New York Universitv 
LANDIS LOOM IS 
KNEPPER KOHI. 
PAUL E. LAXDIS, A. B. 
Physical Education 
Oberlin College 
MARY LOOM IS 
Music 
Bowling Green State Normal Col¬ 
lege 
REA MCCAIN, A. M. 
English 
Columbia University 
CLAIRE S. MARTIN, Ph. D. 
Physics and Chemistry 
Ohio State University 
MCCAIN MARTIN 
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MILLS MOSEI.EY NIELSEN OVERMAN 
LENA I. MILLS, B. S. 
Critic Teacher, Sixth Grade 
Columbia Universitv 
EDWIN L. MOSELEY, A. M. 
Biological Science 
University of Michigan 
CAROLINE NIELSEN, A. M. 
Foreign Languages 
Universitv of Nebraska 
JAMES R. OVERMAX, A. M. 
Mathematics 
Columbia University 
Leave of Absence 1925-26 
C. O. PERRY, A. B. 
Secretary—Registrar 
Ohio Wesleyan University 
E. C. POWELL, B. S. 
Industrial Arts 
Ohio State University 
CHARLES F. REEBS, A. B. 
Education 
University of Michigan 
ALICE RUPP 
Critic  Teacher,  First  Grade 
Bowling Green State Normal Col¬ 
lege 
PERRY POWELL REEBS RUPP 
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SCHWARZ 
JOHN SCHWARZ, A. M. 
Social Science 
University of Chicago 
MAUDE F. SHARP, A. M. 
Dean of Women 
Syracuse University 
CAROLYN SHAW, A. B. 
Physical Education 
Smith College 
NELI.E SHULER, A. B. 
IMusic 
Bluffton College 
SHARP SHAW SHULER 
WINIFRED SKILLEX, B. S. 
Education 
Columbia University 
CHARLES C. SXOW, A. M. 
Chemistry  and Physics 
Columbia University 
WARREN E. STEI.LER, A. B. 
Physical Education 
Oberlin College 
MYRA K. STEPHAX, B. S. 
Physical Education 
William and Mary College 
SKILLEN SNOW STELLER STEPHAN 
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TAYI.OR TUNNICLIFFE ZAUGG 
FRANCIS TAYLOR, A. M. 
Mathematics 
University of Illinois 
RICHARD M. TUNNICLIFFE, A. B. 
Music 
University of Wisconsin 
W. A. ZAUGG, A. M. 
Extension Instructor 
Columbia University 
MARY EDNA BARNES 
Critic Teacher, Third Grade 
Teachers College, Miami 
BARNES 
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BOWLING GREEN STATE NORMAL COLLEGE 
FACULTY 1925-26 
II. B. WILLIAMS, A.M., Ptl.D President 
FLORENCE BAIRD, A.M Foreign Language 
MARY  E.  BARNES,  Diploma Tliird  Grade 
Critic 
BENTON E. BARRINCF.R, Ph.D Education 
GEORGE W. BEATTIE, A.M Igricullure 
NINA G. BEATTIE, A.B. Fourth Grade Critic 
C. J. BIERY, M.S.—Dept. of Rural Education 
ETHYL BLUM, B. L. S Librarian 
J. W. CARMICHAEI., A.B English 
DOROTHY CLEMENT, B.S. in Music Music 
D. J. CROWLEY, B.S Industrial Arts 
MAUDE DOANE Fifth Grade Critic 
GRACE DURRIN, A.M English 
HAZEL   FITZGERALD,   A.M Commercial 
Education 
MARION HALL, Diploma Music 
HARRIET S. HAYWARD, A.M Supenisor of 
Practice   Teaching 
HELEN W. HENDERSON, Ph.B Home 
Economics 
LAURA E. HESTON, B.S Home Economics 
CLYDE HISSONG, A.M.—Director  of Training 
School 
W. P. HOLT. A.B Geography 
HERBERT   KIMMEL,   Ph.M Education 
E. ii. KNEPPER, B.S Commercial Education 
C.  C.  KOHL,  Ph.D History 
PAUL  E. LANDIS, A.B Physical Education 
for  Men 
MARY LOOMIS, Diploma in Music Music 
REA MCCAIN, A.M English 
C. S. MARTIN. Ph.D.-./V/j'Wrj and Chemistry 
LENA MILLS, B.S Sixth Grade Critic 
E. L. MOSELEY, A.M Itiological Science 
CAROLINE NIELSEN, A.M.-.Foreign Language 
SUE  NORTHEY, B.S Kindergarten 
C. D. PERRY, A.B Secretary-Registrar 
E. C. POWELL. B.S Industrial   Irts 
MRS. STELLA RANEY, A.M Mathematics 
C.  F.  REEBS,  A.B Education 
ALICE RUPP, Diploma First Grade Critic 
JOHN SCHWARZ, A.M History 
MAUDE SHARP, A.M Dean of JComen 
CAROLINE   SHAW.   A.B Physical   Education 
for  Women 
NELI.E   SHULER,  A.B Music 
WINIFRED SKILLEN, B.S Education 
C. C. SNOW, A.M Physics and Chemistry 
WARREN  E. STELLER, A.B Physical Educa¬ 
tion for Men 
MYRA K. STEPHAN, H.S..-Physical Education 
tor  Women 
FRANCES   TAYLOR,   A.M Mathematics 
EMMA TRIEBER, Ph.H.-Second  Grade Critic 
R. M. TUNNICLIFFE, A.B Music 
W. A. ZAUGG,  A.M Extension Instructor 
EMILY ORDWAY, Diploma --First Grade Critic 
HELEN   HOUSEHOLDER,   Diploma Second 
Grade (-ritic 
HATTIF J. CRAWLEY.  Diplmna — TV/iVi/ Grade 
Critic 
W'ILHF.LMINA    GHERKE,    Diploma Fourth 
Grade Critic 
ETHEL   REED,   Diploma.--Fifth  Grade  Critic 
RUTH VAN  DORN, Diploma Sixth Grade 
Critic 
HELEN    FORD,   Diploma Critic 
ESTHER  CRECILIUS,  Diploma Critic 
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SENIOR   CLASS 
HISTORY 
N THAT glorious autumn of 1922 assembled one of the largest and 
most superb classes in the history of Bowling Green College. From 
the very beginning the class of 1926 was exceptional. Never before 
had Freshies entered into the life and activities of the College as did 
those of '22. During that first year was laid a firm foundation for 
the building of college and class spirit for the coming years. 
The second chapter of our history is filled with added success 
and accomplishments. By this time many of our members had been elected to various 
important offices which they filled with credit, not for themselves only but for the 
class as well. At the end of our Sophomore year many of our members in the ele¬ 
mentary course were graduated, leaving behind memories of friendships formed and of 
deeds accomplished. 
With such a history before us, as Juniors we took on a new dignity; our minds 
were broadened; and we began to realize some of the responsibilities of upper classmen. 
Can we ever forget our float in the Home-Coming parade, the Junior-Senior Formal, 
or the Commencement, with us acting as escorts to the graduates, who in vacating their 
places made us Seniors? 
Now we are Seniors: now the future, long symbolized in the figures of 1926, has 
merged into the present. That time which seemed so far away when we were Freshies, 
is at hand. We have tried to initiate new precedents and to foster college and class 
spirit. We have hopes of a class Alumni orgaaization, thus holding our class together 
during the years which we shall spend in Life's school. 
Isn't it fine to sit together as a class in chapel ? Shall we forget those class meet¬ 
ings, signing our applica'ions for diplomas, and practice teaching? Wasn't the Junior- 
Senior wonderful? And our class dinners? May we all meet again at every Home- 
Coming. 
It is indeed with a certain sense of pride that we review our history. We entered 
as the largest Freshman class and we leave with the added distinction of being the 
largest Senior Class. We have quality as well as quantity, and we hope to go forth 
into the world with increased loyalty, not only to 1926 but to the whole college, past 
and present, as alumni of Bowling Green College. 
Page thirtj 
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THE SEXIOR CLASS OF 
BOWLIXG GREEN STATE NORMAL 
COLLEGE OF 1926 
JONATHAN' B. LADD, Bowling Green 
B.  S. in Education, 
French and English 
President of Senior Class 
Editor of  "Key"' 
Book and Motor 
Vice-President of Gold  Mask 
Five Brother—Olde Skull 
Emerson 
GEORGE M. WILSOX, Cygnet 
B.  S.  in  Education, 
History and English 
Vice-President of Senior Class 
President of Book and  Motor 
President of Debate Club 
Associate Editor Bee Gee News 
Circulation   Editor   of   "Key" 
Y. M. C. A. 
LUCILE LONG, Bowling Green 
B. S. in Education, 
History  and  English 
Five  Sister Gold  Mask 
Secretary-Treasurer  Senior  Class 
A. B. C." 
BLAXCHE DAVIS, Weston 
B. S. in  Education, 
Latin and French 
A. B. C. 
Five Sister 
JAY R. BOXE, Gary, Indiana 
B. S. in  Education, 
History and English 
Book and Motor 
Gold  Mask Five Brother 
Key Staff Varsity B. G. 
Student   Football   Manager 
MILDRED E. WHISLER, Catawba Island 
B. S. in Education, 
Mathematics and Science 
Five   Sister Women's   League 
A. B. C. Key Staff 
Y. W. C. A. Drama  Class 
HARRY FRANKFATHER, West Hope 
B. S. in Education, 
Mathematics and Science 
Five Brother 
Varsity B. G. Country Life 
THEODORA FOWLER, Portage 
B.  S. in Education, 
History and  English 
Secretary of Book and Motor 
Emerson 
A. B. C. Y. W. C. A. 
Key Staff Country  Life 
£<2i>Tt- -.K^S>\ 
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THE SENIOR CLASS OF 
BOWLING GREEN STATE NORMAL 
COLLEGE OF 1926 
JEAN M. SHERER, Bowling Green 
B. S. in Education, 
Latin   and   English 
President of Skol 
Book and Motor 
Key   Staff 
Vice-President  Win   One   Club 
Secretary-Treasurer Gold Mask 
Country Life 
Vice-President  A.  B.  C. 
ROBERT YOUXKIN, Bowling Green 
B. S. in Education, 
Agriculture  and  Science 
Five Brother 
Country Life 
Varsity B. G. 
LAURA MCMASTER, Weston 
B. S. in Education, 
Historv  and  English 
Skol 
Kev Staff 
A. B. C. 
JOHN RUDOLPH, McClure 
B. S. in Education, 
History and  Science 
Book and Motor 
Key Staff 
Varsity B. G. 
Five Brother 
Baseball  Captain 
FRANCES SMITH, Bryan 
B. S. in Education. 
History and English 
Key Staff 
Y. W. C. A. 
A. B. C. 
Emerson 
ROBERT ROE, Portage 
B. S. in Education, 
Industrial Arts 
Key Staff 
Country Life 
Y. M. C. A. Treasurer 
OLIVE HAVENS, Fremont 
B.  S. in Education, 
Mathematics and Science 
Five Sister 
Gold Mask 
A. B. C. 
Y. W. C. A. 
CHARLES CLARK, Bowling Green 
B. S.  in Education, 
Mathematics  and  Science 
Country Life 
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THE SENIOR CLASS OF 
BOWLING GREEN STATE NORMAL 
COLLEGE OF 1926 
fJS^Ri. WITTMER, Bowling Green 
B. S. in Education, 
Science and   Mathematics 
Varsity  B.  (J. 
Five  Brother 
LAURA POPE, Perrysburg 
B. S. in  Education, 
Home  Economics 
Treasurer of  Five Sister 
Home Economics Club 
A. B. C. 
WAYNE CORNELL, Edon 
B. S. in Education, 
Science  and  Mathematics 
Book  and  Motor 
Emerson 
Y. M. C. A. 
ORPHA KNIGHT, Portage 
B. S.  in  Education, 
Home Economics 
Y. W. C. A. 
A. B. C. 
Home Economics Club 
Emerson 
IVAN E. BEARD, Vanlue 
B. S. in Education, 
Science  and  Mathematics 
Book and Motor 
Five Brother 
Y. M. C. A. 
College Band 
Country  Life 
Gold  Mask 
MARGARET BULGER, Bowling Green 
B.  S. in Education, 
History and English 
Book   and   Motor 
Key Staff 
Emerson 
OTTO ROTH, Bowling Green 
B. S. in  Education, 
Science and Agriculture 
Country Life 
Y. M. C. A. 
EDITH MCGEE, Ohio City 
B.  S. in Education, 
Mathematics  and  French 
Book  and Motor 
Key  Staff 
President Women's League 
Emerson 
Y. W. C. A. 
A. B. C. 
Van Wert-Mercer Countv Club 
:<2PTI- 
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THE SENIOR CLASS OF 
BOWLING GREEN STATE NORMAL 
COLLEGE OF 1926 
ELEANOR H. STUTZ, Sandusky 
B. S. in Education, 
English and  French 
Skol 
Bee Gee News Staff 
Social  Committee 
Emerson 
Executive  Committee  Women's  League 
A. B. C. 
Country  Life 
Y. W. C. A. 
Treble Clef 
STANLEY E. PENNINGTON, McCutchen- 
ville 
B. S. in Education, 
Heidelburg University 
Y. M. C. A. 
Drama  Class 
OXXOLEE HIPP, St. Marys 
B. S. in Education, 
English and Mathematics 
Key  Staff 
Bee Gee News Staff 
Skol Vice-President 
A. B. C. 
LIXDSEY R. PUGH, Custar 
B. S. in Education, 
History and English 
Emerson 
Y. M. C. A. 
Country Life 
MARIAN KOLEMAX, Lindsey 
B. S. in Education, 
Home Economics 
A. B. C. 
Vice-President Emerson Literary Society- 
Executive Board, Women's League 
Home Economics Club 
House Chairman,  Shatzel  Hall 
Y.  W. C. A. Treasurer 
WILBUR SWARTZ, Jerry City 
B. S. in Education, 
Science and  Mathematics 
Varsity B. G. 
Country Life 
Y. M. C. A. 
OLIVE REICHLEY, Rawson 
B. S. in Education, 
English  and  French 
Y. W. C. A. 
A. B. C. 
Country Life 
Drama  Class 
EARL ADAMS, Jerry City 
B. S. in Education, 
History  and   Industrial   Arts 
:C<2^- ■**&: 
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THE SENIOR CLASS OF 
BOWLING GREEN STATE NORMAL 
COLLEGE OF 1926 
I. 
FRANKLIN SKIBBIE, Bowling Green 
B.  S.  in  Education, 
Historv  and  English 
Key   Staff 
Varsity  B.  G. 
Country Life 
Five Brother 
MARY  FREEMAN,  Deshler 
B. S. in Education, 
Home  Economics 
Y. W. C. A. Secretary 
A. B. C. 
Home Economics Club 
Executive Board, Women's League 
House  Board   Williams   Hall 
ORVAL GUNDRUM, Tiro 
B. S. in Education, 
Science  and  Mathematics 
Advertising Editor Bee Gee  News 
Y. M. C. A. 
Track 
VIRGINIA WAYMAN, Bowling Green 
B. S. in Education, 
English and French 
Y. W. C. A. 
Emerson 
A. B. C. 
NOBLE HISER, Pemberville 
B. S. in Education, 
Historv and  English 
Y. M.C. A. 
Drama Class 
EVERETT DOTY, Cygnet 
B.  S.  in  Education, 
Historv  and   English 
Emerson 
Drama Class 
DALLAS LAWRENCE, Findlay 
B. S. in Education, 
Science and Agriculture 
Country Life 
Emerson 
Debate 
Y. M. C. A. 
ESTHER MARCH, Bowling Green 
B. S. in Education, 
Historv  and  English 
Skol 
President A. B. C. 
Sec'v.-Treas.  Emerson  Literary 
Y. W. C. A. 
Chairman   Entertainment  Com.   Country 
Life 
Key Staff 
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SENIOR THOUGHTS 
In a quiet place where tumult never shocked the peaceful ear, 
In a restful realm where strife was hardly known. 
We  have reaped a thousand blessings from each  passing college year. 
If e have harvested ivhat greater men have soun. 
All about us, in the valley, in the woodlands, on the hills. 
Mother Nature lavished beauty very great. 
And ive plead icith Time to linger in the land of spring-fed rills—- 
Bat the icorld is moving—Time can't hesitate. 
Close at hand now looms the hour of departure from the fold. 
We are burning with a craving to achieve. 
But we feel, somehow, that neuer things can ne'er supplant the old. 
We are eager—yet we're very loath to leave. 
The ivide world seems, with out-stretched hands, to be a-beckoning— 
And the light of promise shines with golden rays. 
Can ive find out there the friendships and love and ev'rything 
That we found among these old familiar tvays? 
There'll be grief—the most unspoken—at the parting of the icavs. 
'Twill be hard to say to some the last good-bye, 
There'll be hopes expressed of meetings in the busy future days, 
'Mongst the tangled nays where people work and sigh. 
But we'll step into the world paths, quite undaunted by their size, 
Unafraid to meet the problems that harass, 
For our years of cloistered study, in a place ue'll always prize. 
Have shown the road that leads us to success. 
Pnge  thirty-six 
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GRADUATING SOPHOMORES OF 
BOWLING GREEN STATE NORMAL 
COLLEGE OF 1926 
LEONA BROWN, Haskins 
Elementary   Education 
A. B. C. 
Basketball 
THELMA CLEVEXGER, Deshler 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
HELEX BOWER, Fremont 
Elementary   Education 
Five Sister 
A. B. C. 
GLADYS RUDDOCK, Port Clinton 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
Secretary  Country Life 
MADALIXE CLARE  MILLER, Lorain 
Kindergarten—Primarv  Education 
Y. W. C. A. 
Country  Life 
CATHERINE BARTLEY, Toledo 
Public School Music 
Women's   League 
Public  School  Music  Club 
Treble Clef Club 
Toledo   Club 
FLORENCE SARGENT, Toledo 
Elementary Education 
Treble Clef Club 
EVA ZIRKLE, Bellefontaine 
Elementary Education 
Treble Clef Club 
SCO*- j ■ r&ii 
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YOLAN F. CVERXA, Lorain 
Elementary Education 
A. B. C. 
GRADUATING SOPHOMORES OF 
BOWLIXG GREEX STATE NORMAL 
COLLEGE OF 1926 
I 
IRIS KOHLER, Lemoyne 
Home  Economics 
A. B. C. 
Home Economics Club 
MINNIE C. JESWALD, Youngstown 
Home  Economics 
A. B. C. 
Country Life 
Home Economics Club 
IRIS HIERS, Rittman 
Commercial  Education 
Vice-President   Quill   Type 
A. B.  C. 
Country Life 
MARJORIE BERYL REED, Sugar Ridge 
Elementary Education 
A. B. C. 
Treble  Clef Club 
ALICE SLESSMAN, Clyde 
Home Economics 
Five Sister 
Vice-President   Home   Economics   Club 
A. B. C. 
Country Life 
MARTHA W7ISELEY, Bowling Green 
Elementary Education 
A. B. C. 
XALICE DEWESE, Weston 
Elementary Education 
Y. W. C. A. 
Country Life 
:<2^ 
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ILAH DICKEY, Lima 
Elementary  Education 
Country Life 
A. B. C. 
JANET MILLER, Bloomdale 
Kindergarten—Primary   Education 
A. B. C. 
Y. W. C. A. 
Country Life 
GERTRUDE ZEIS, Port Clinton 
Public  School  Music 
Five   Sister 
President  Public  School   Music   Club 
Treble Clef Club 
his GLOVER, Payne 
Elementary  Education 
MILDRED RICE, Toledo 
Elementary  Education 
Toledo Club 
DONNA MARIE BENDER, Harpster 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C 
Country  Life 
MARY DEERHAKE, St. Marys 
Kindergarten—Primary   Education 
Y. W. C. A. 
Emerson 
Treble  Clef Club 
A. B.  C. 
GRACE E. KATZENBERGER, Greenville 
Elementary  Education 
A.  B. C. 
Y. W. C. A. 
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ALICE RICHARDS, Toledo 
Elementary Education 
A. B. C. 
Toledo Club 
MABLE E. LAYTOX, Upper Sandusky 
Elementary   Education 
A. B. C. 
MATHILDE DAUER, Haskins 
Elementary Education 
A. B.  C. 
ANNA E. BRICKER, Convoy 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
Van Wert-Mercer  County  Club 
LAURA JONES, Venedocia 
Elementary Education 
A. B. C. 
Treble   Clef  Club 
Van Wert-Mercer  County  Club 
GLENDOLA MORRIS, Venedocia 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
Treble   Clef   Club 
Van Wert-Mercer  County Club 
HAZEL HESTON, North Olmsted 
Kindergarten—Primary  Education 
BERTHA HALL, Swanton 
Elementary  Education 
KCSPTI- 
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MINNIE HART, Kenton 
Elementary   Education 
Country Life 
GRADUATING SOPHOMORES OF 
BOWLIXG GREEX STATE NORMAL 
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THELMA JUMP, Kenton 
Elementary Education 
Country Life 
FRAXCES M. SIMS, Kenton 
Kindergarten—Primary Education 
A. B. C. 
RUBY M. RIGGIXS, Van Wert 
Kindergarten—Primary   Education 
A. B. C. 
Country   Life 
Emerson 
Y. W. C. A. 
MARGARET JESSEX, Oak Harbor 
Commercial  Education 
A. B. C. 
Country  Life 
Quill   Type 
WALTER OSTRANDER, Bradner 
Industrial Arts 
Five Brother 
Varsity B.  G. 
Country Life 
MOXETA WEIHL, Perrysburg 
Elementary Education 
VELMA COY, Toledo 
Elementary Education 
A. B. C. 
Country Life 
Toledo Club 
KSPTH; 
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WILBUR A. RIDER, Bloomdale 
Commercial   Education 
Y. M. C. A. 
President Quill Type 
Varsity B. G. 
Country Life 
ALVARETTA WHITAKER, Tiffin 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
GWENDOLYN BEALL, Delphos 
Public  School  Music 
Treble Clef Club 
Country Life 
DOROTHA M. HEARX, Amherst 
Home   Economics 
Five  Sister  Vice  Mask 
Home Economics Club 
A.  B.  C. 
Country Life 
KEXXETH W. MOLLEXKOPF, Convoy 
Commercial   Education 
Varsity  B.  G. 
Quill Type 
Football 
Baseball 
HELEX HULL, Bowling Green 
Public  School  Music 
A. B. C. 
Treasurer Public  School  Music Club 
Treble  Clef Club 
FANNIE HUSTON, Arcadia 
Public  School  Music 
Treble   Clef  Club 
Country  Life 
Public "School   Music  Club 
HAZEL BAKER MYER, Kenton 
Elementary Education 
Country Life 
HQp^t- 
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BERTHA GROSVEXOR, Bowling Green 
Elementary   Education 
AXXA C. SPOERL, Perrysburg 
Elementary   Education 
A. B. C. 
KATHRYN FRANK, Fremont 
Kindergarten—Primary   Education 
A. B. C. 
Country  Life 
HELEN RED, North Baltimore 
Public School Music 
A. B. C. 
Treble Clef 
Public School Music Club 
Country Life 
LUCILLE WAHL, Danbury 
Kindergarten—Primary   Education 
J. HELEN HAYS, Mendon 
Elementary Education 
President  of   Van  Wert-Mercer 
County   Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
A. B. C. 
GRACE NIETZ, Monclova 
Elementary  Education 
A.  B. C. 
Glee Club 
MILDRED EWING, Newton Falls 
Commercial Education 
Quill Type 
A. B. C 
\i<2r*- 
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NIXA ESTELLE LUST, Bucyrus 
Kindergarten—Primary   Education 
Five   Sister 
% 
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I 
LULU M. MILLER, Attica 
Elementary Education 
RUTH GREENING, Toledo 
Elementary Education 
A. B. C. 
Country Life 
Toledo Club 
MARION KISHMAN, Vermilion 
Elementary Education 
A. B. C. ' . 
MARGARET THRAILKILL, Leipsic 
Kindergarten—Primary Education 
A. B. C. 
Country  Life 
Lou CYNDA BEHRMAN, Danbury 
Elementary Education 
Y. W. C. A. 
A. B. C. 
LILLIAN E. WISE, Van Wert 
Elementary Education 
A. B. C. 
Van Wert-Mercer County Club 
DOROTHEA JANIECE LICHTY, 
Upper Sandusky 
Kindergarten—Primary Education 
Five Sister 
:<2l>Ti- 
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DOXXA VAX CAMP, Fremont 
Kindergarten—Primary  Education 
Five Sister 
A. B. C. 
IRMA BOLIXGER, Fremont 
Elementary  Education 
MILDRED STELZER, Spencerville 
Kindergarten—Primary   Education 
Executive  Board  Women's League 
Country  Life 
A. B. C. 
LUVERNE GONAWINE, Fremont 
Elementary   Education 
ESTHER LAMBERTUS. Port Clinton 
Public School  Music 
Treble Clef 
Public  School  Music  Club 
BERTHA PEARL KEISER, Fremont 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
Country Life 
ROBERT WYANDT, Convoy 
Public  School  Music 
Manager  Debate  Club 
Circulation  Manager Bee  Gee  News 
Varsity  B.  G. 
Director College Band 
Five Brother 
Y. M. C. A. 
President Win One  Club 
OPAL A. BERRY, Dowling 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
Country   Life 
.Qjy*- -.0&: 
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ALICE D. LAUTZENHEISER, Edon 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
Y. W. C. A. 
DALE N. OSBORX, Bowling Green    % 
Industrial Arts 
Manager  and   Drum  Major of College 
Band 
Varsity B.  G. 
Country Life 
EILEEX HATHAWAY, Milton Center 
Elementary Education 
GLADYS MCCLUXG, Bowling Green 
Elementary Education 
Treble Clef Club 
MARJORIE MOXTGOMERY, Findlay 
Elementary   Education 
ALICE HELLWIG, Elmore 
Elementary   Education 
AXGELA M. HOFFMAX, Perrysburg 
Kindergarten—Primary   Education 
Y. W. C. A. 
A. B. C. 
LAURA BLESSING, Rising Sun 
Elementary   Educaiion 
jOa. C<lS)S£ 
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EDNA PROBEL, Oak Harbor 
Commercial  Education 
A. B. C. 
Quill Type 
Country Life 
MARY KERST, Greenville 
Commercial   Education 
Quill Type 
A. B. C. 
Country  Life 
Five  Sister 
JOY BRYAN, Delphos 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
Treble Clef Club 
RITA M. BOCKEY, Delphos 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
Van Wert-Mercer County Club 
PEARL BOYER, Deshler 
Elementary   Education 
BERNARD BRICKER, Convoy 
Commercial   Education 
Quill  Type 
Van Wert-Mercer County Club 
Basketball 
LUELLA KXIERIM, Woodville 
Kindergarten—Primary Education 
A. B. C. 
Y. W. C. A. 
FREDA M. SWITZER, Rudolph 
Elementary Education 
A. B. C. 
Country  Life 
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RUTH BIDDLE, Marion 
Elementary Education 
GRACE SWARTZ, McComb 
Elementary Education 
Y. W. C. A. 
GEORGEANNA SHIVELY, Greenville 
Commercial   Education 
Quill Type 
Five  Sister 
A. B. C. 
Country Life 
H. ERDIXE HATHAWAY, Mt. Victory 
Elementary  Education 
JOHN MEYERS, Bowling Green 
Industrial  Arts 
Varsity B. G. 
Five  Brother 
Country Life 
ELLA PORTER, Bowling Green 
Elementary Education 
A. B. C. 
RUTH MEINHARDT, Toledo 
Kindergarten—Primary  Education 
A. B.  C. 
Toledo Club 
ALICE HERMAN, Edison 
Elementary Education 
GRADUATING SOPHOMORES OF 
BOWLIXG GREEN STATE NORMAL 
COLLEGE OF 1926 
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CLARIS I. COOTS, Cygnet 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
Country Life 
HELEX M. THOMPSON", Sandusky 
Elementary Education 
Skol  Corresponding Secretary 
A. B. C. 
Executive Board of Women's League 
Country Life 
Y. W.*C. A. 
Emerson  Literary  Society 
Debate 
WILFORD GAHN,  Fremont 
Industrial Arts 
Five Brother 
Varsity  B.  G. 
Country Life 
HELEX BROWXE, Haskins 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
BERXICE MORIARTY, Toledo 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
Toledo Club 
ALMA PETERS, Fostoria 
Elementary  Education 
BERXICE WILLIAMS, Toledo 
Home Economics 
Book and Motor 
Treble Clef Club 
Y. W. C. A. 
Toledo Club 
Home  Economics  Club 
A. B. C. 
BERTHA PALLY, Toledo 
Elementary Education 
Country Life 
A. B. C. 
Executive  Board of Women's League 
Toledo  Club 
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LETA GIGAX, Fayette 
Home Economics 
A. C. C. 
Home Economics  Club 
MARTHA GARROW, Morenci, Michigan 
Kindergarten-Primary 
Y. W. C. A. 
A. B. C. 
MILDRED CONNER, Toledo 
Elementary  Education 
Toledo  Club 
Y. W.  C. A. 
IRENE TULE, Fayette 
Kindergarten—Primary 
Book  and  Motor 
Y. W. C. A. 
A. B. C. 
EDITH DAMON SCHLCK, Vanlue 
Home  Economics 
Home Economics Club 
OLIVE MOORE, Bryan 
Commercial   Education 
Quill Type 
ROBERTINE WALDEXGA, Oak Harbor 
Kindergarten—Primary   Education 
Executive Board Women's League 
A. B. C. 
Country Life 
WALTER IXSI.EY, Arcadia 
Commercial  Education 
Quill Type 
Class  Basketball 
iOp^t- ■KHS)* 
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THEODORE HUMMEL, Grand Rapids 
Industrial  Arts 
Country Life 
HELEN URSCHEL, Bowling Green 
Public  School  Music 
A. B.  University of Wisconsin 
Book  and   Motor 
Public School Music Club 
Treble  Clef  Club 
HELEN SPA YD. Van Wert 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
Country Life 
Van  Wert-Mercer   Countv   Club 
ADA SPRIXG, Fayette 
Kindergarten—Prima r\ 
Y. W. C. A. 
A. B. C. 
MARTHA E. CHENEY, Prospect 
Kinderga rten—Prima ry 
Y. W. C. A. 
A. B. C. 
MARJORIE E. HEIBY, Bucyrus 
Elementary Education 
A. B. C. 
DOROTHY MAE WILLIAMS, Milan 
Elementary  Education 
A, B. C. 
Executive Board of Women's League 
Y. W. C. A. 
RUTH FERGUSON, Morral 
Kindergarten—Primary 
A. B. C. 
GRADUATING SOPHOMORES OF 
BOWLING GREEN STATE NORMAL 
COLLEGE OF 1926 
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MARIE BRESSLER, Bowling Green 
Public  School  Music 
Treble  Clef 
GEORGE GRAUER, Bucyrus 
Elementary  Education 
Country Life 
Quill Type 
MURIEL M. STUBBINS, Cygnet 
Elementary   Education 
Wilsonian  1919 
MIRIAM LAZEAR, Cleveland 
Elementary  Education 
A. B. C. 
BERXICE BRANDOX, Coldwater 
Commercial  Education 
Quill Type 
Y. M. C. A. 
Van Wert-Mercer Countv   Club 
OPAL CRATES, Arlington 
Elementary  Education 
ELZA AHREXDT, Toledo 
Home Economics 
Toledo Club 
Home Economics Club 
RACHEL SCHELLING, Toledo 
Home  Economics 
Toledo Club 
Bee Gee News Reporter 
Home Economics Club 
SP-S 
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AUDREY BREXTLINGER, Fredericktown 
Commercial  Education 
Quill Type 
Y. W. C. A. 
Treble Clef Club 
LAWREXCE GRAUER, Bucyrus 
Elementary  Education 
Country Life 
SADIE BELLE CLEMENTS, Martin 
Home  Economics 
Skol 
Home  Economics  Club 
A. B. C. 
Y. W. C. A. 
Country Life 
LEEFE ALICE FOWLER, Harpster 
Elementary   Education 
A. B. C. 
Country Life 
AGNES PILLIOD, Swanton 
Public  School  Music 
Elementary  Education 
Book  and  Motor 
Skol 
Public   School   Music  Club 
Treble  Clef  Club 
Women's League 
A. B. C. 
FREDA KAEDING, Luckey 
Kindergarten 
Primary    Education 
RUBY H. FRICK, Van "Wert 
Elementary  Education 
HELEX MCCORMICK, Fostoria 
Elementary  Education 
Qj^i- ■**sS>: 
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CHESTER FAST, President 
JUNIOR CLASS  HISTORY 
OFFICERS 
President Chester Fast 
Vice-President Hayden Olds 
Secretary Thelma Ritchey 
Treasurer Grace Kille 
Faculty Adviser Mr. Schwarz 
IN SEPTEMBER, 1923, we, the Freshmen, were planted in B. G. S. N. C, young 
striplings in a vast forest of stately trees. Protected from the "cold blasts" by 
our sister trees, the Junior Class, we became firmly rooted in the college soil. 
The following year we grew fast, but we weren't large enough to aid the ne\vl\ 
planted trees. Rather, we looked to the majestic trees, the dignified, haughty Seniors, 
whose boughs swayed so high above, that they compelled the seedlings to bow to them. 
Being now firmly rooted and having a considerable amount of growth, we are 
rivals of the taller trees, striving to equal them in every way, and so we take into our 
care the saplings which the haughty trees ignore. 
Wesee higher yet, beyond these taller trees, even taller ones which we look up to 
and admire, and some of which, beginning to bend low, we revere. 
t ■«.' ISr*- 
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JUNIORS 
Albaugh,   Wanda   M. 
Bailey, Irvin L. 
Bartlett, Margaret E. 
Benson, Lillian 
Beverstock, June E. 
Brand, Arthur 
Cain, Edith Mae 
Chapman, Marjorie 
Cornell, Chester 
Crawford. Harry, Jr. 
Daniels,  Dwight Allen 
Dock, Marie 
Dunn, John W. 
Emrick, Laura 
Fast, Chester D. 
Frisbie,  Helen 
Gaeth, Charlotte E. 
Grauer, George 
Hagedorn, Jesse Orville 
Heitkamp, Anthony 
Heubner, John F. 
Hunter, Oscar L. 
Jackson, Mildred 
-, Willman. 
Kelley,  Gladys 
Kille, Grace J. 
<•— Klingshern, Urban P. 
Landis, Elsie M. 
-*■ Laub, Melvin 
—- Measell, Harold W. 
Mercer, Lillian A. 
Morrison, May Leontine 
Murdock,  Vivian 
-^Olds, Hayden W. 
Powell. Dorothy E. 
Powell, Ruth 
Ritchey, Thelma M. 
Robertson,  Henrietta A. 
Rower,  Margaret Eloise 
^^ Rozelle, Nelson B. 
*
!
*
c
~ Schmidt, Lawrence E. 
Tressel, Grace E. 
r*- Troutner, Herman R. 
Veler, Lucy- 
Ward, Etta 
Waugh. Mildred 
Whipple, Helen A. 
Harold A. 
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JUNIOR POEM 
3usl Freshmen green our class first came 
Urged on by great and noble aim; 
New we press 
\n success 
On to our place of fame:— 
Receive ive nothing less. 
Today, with three years quickly wound, 
We stand on nobly conquered ground. 
E.i'er true, 
fiever blue, 
Tomorrow' will new glories sound— 
Yf/ greater deeds to do. 
Such Muse, is the song ive sing. 
In this thou us, as on we iving 
ILcelsior please bring. 
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GEORGE EVANS, President 
SOPHOMORE   CLASS   HISTORY 
OFFICERS  1924-25 
President Eduard Fries 
Vice-President Helen Harvey 
Secretary Kathryn Gunn 
Treasurer George Evans 
OFFICERS  1925-26 
President George   Evans 
Vice-President Kathryn   Gunn 
Secretary F.loise   Leathers 
Treasurer Dorothy  Bach man 
IN SEPTEMBER, nineteen hundred and twenty-four, we filed our entrance cards as 
contestants in the great race for higher scholastic attainments. The promoter of 
this race, the Bowling Green State Normal College, has proven to be a splendid 
help, and its hallowed associations a wonderful inspiration to us. 
We entered the lists "fresh" from city, town and country, somewhat bewildered, 
and just a little fearful of the obstacles ahead. After many false starts and much 
stumbling, we are "getting our stride." 
Our course is indeed not all a dusty, tiresome one, for there is ever the pleasant 
shade, where grow the trees of knowledge, and close by bubbles the spring of happi¬ 
ness, where we may renew our strength. We are making the grade; the goal seems 
more attainable and more desirable as we press on. 
Very few have dropped from the lists, and they, to enter other fields of useful 
activities. 
The Sophomore Class not only hopes to crown its own endeavor with the laurel 
of success, and to be a credit to its Alma Mater, but to set the pace for those who 
follow in our footsteps. 
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SOPHOMORE DEGREE STUDENTS 
Dorothy Bachman 
Ronald Bachman 
Lurlene Beatty 
Frederick Beyerman 
Beryl Bishop 
Olive Bowersox 
Betsy Belle Brown 
Helen M. Brosn 
Verna  Buell 
George Condit 
Ellura Cook 
Cecil R. Croll 
Estrilla Daniels 
George Evans 
Edward Fries 
Vaughn Gill 
Cecil Glaser 
Mildred Goughler 
Merle Gray 
Pearle Gray 
Kathryn  Gunn 
Henrietta Hoffman 
Elinor Howe 
Gladys Hutson 
Doris Wenger 
Floyd Junkins 
Mildred King 
Ora Knecht 
Lester Knepper 
Mary Laurence 
Eloise Leathers 
Rozella Loesch 
Calvin   McDaniels 
Volney Markle 
Theron  Miller 
Estella Neeper 
Erwin Price 
Dorothy Rosendale 
Roy Sautter 
Albert Schmidt 
Robert Shelton 
Nancy Sipe 
Alice Smith 
Pauline Stannard 
Helen Stautzenberger 
Byron Stearns 
Kathryn Stout 
Ernest N. Swartz 
Louis Veler 
--v&li 
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SOPHOMORE POEM 
Pit use accept these friendly greetings 
From the Sophomores wise and gay; 
And because beticeen our meetings 
Twelve long months have passed away. 
We invite your kind attention, 
And a friendly interest, too. 
To the feiv things that ice mention. 
Telling how our glory grew. 
hi Basketball and Music 
In F ootball. Track, Debate, 
In all these our minds are quick, 
Our feats are known as great. 
The Treble Clef follows a Sophomore guide. 
The Drama Class make hits that fill us with pride, 
The Book and Motors show that in us great powers reside. 
Success stays ever close by. 
The Freshmen, wide-eyed and staring, 
Receive our expert advice; 
The Juniors, oft overbearing, 
To us are respectful and nice; 
The Seniors, friendly and gracious. 
The faculty, quiet and kind. 
All know of our great mental powers. 
Although ice are none of us grinds. 
Kgy*         (^2« 
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EUGENE RIDER, President 
FRESHMAN CLASS HISTORY 
WITH the opening of the fall term of 1925, the Freshmen, great seekers of 
knowledge, descended upon the city, with intent to conquer. From all points 
of the compass they came, from village, hamlet, and city, from far and near, 
finally to converge at B. G. S. N. C. on registration day, to be united into a class of 
three hundred and sixty-five members. 
Some were mild mannered and timid, while others were confident of success, but 
all with high hopes and ideals. For seme, hopes were soon shattered, and ideals altered, 
but the majority stuck through thick and thin. 
College life was still a new thing when the upper classmen appeared on the scene, 
with rules and regulations governing the behavior of Freshmen. 
Freshman Day was one day not to be missed, and long to be remembered by the 
new students. Then came the day when all Freshmen boys were induced, by one 
mears or another, to appear on the campus wearing green caps, the distinctive insignia 
of a Freshman. 
The annual Frosh-Soph football game was a decided Freshman victory. The 
score being Frosh-6. Soph-0, gave Freshmen equal rights with other students. 
A meeting of the c!ass was called for the purpose of organization and election of 
officers, with the following results: 
President Eugene Rider, Bloomdale, Ohio 
Vice-Presicknt Horace Pelton, Bloomdale, Ohio 
Secretary Arthur M. Gill, Grand Rapids, Ohio 
Treasurer Marian Van Doren, Fremont, Ohio 
Faculty Advisers Prof. Reebs and Prof. Baird 
Class Colors, ROSE AND SILVER 
The annual Freshman party was well attended, and was one of the outstanding 
events of the season. 
Many athletes were discovered in the class, and they will uphold the name of 
B. G. S. N. C. in the future, in the field of sport, while the class as a whole will 
maintain the standards of education and learning as set before them. 
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ii fy r. £, s. Hy m., zjf, nl" 
agNew, HeLen g. 
ahLforS, ruTh elEanOr 
alBan, rebeCCa caThErinE 
altHouSe, rlJth naOmi 
aMrinE, burDena 
anThonY,   "marGareT' 
arnoS, jeaneTTe a 
asChcrafT, aLva 
augSburGer,  elEnOrE 
aUsTiN, maRY EvElYn 
auXteR, cAthEriNe 
baChMan, graCe 'e 
badMan, eLLamaE 
bakEr,   ? juLia 
bamE, marGarEt m 
barCkerT, ireNe-luciLlE 
baRnigEr, gerAlDinE d 
baRnEs, ceceLia lie 
barnHart; rutH 
baRnweLl,  paulInE 
baRRes, helEn 
baSSet, margaRet 
beals., haRolD 
beArd, eThel 
bEarD, HoRenCe 1 
beaTtY, daViD! 
bEAtty, eliZabeTh 
bEcKmaN,  dOroThY? 
beDfoRd, forD 
beLLvillE, "ruSSelL. , w 
benDer, willlam h 
biBleR, loreN (e) 
biDDle, milDreD 
blddlE, ru'th 
biRd, aLice 
blshoP, noRmA 
blaCkbuRn, franCes., suSan 
WAckbUrN, lorETta 
blAin,  eThleLn,.  m 
blAiR, margUBrItE"hazEl 
blaSeR, zeLma M 
blOssoM, oLive 
boBb; wiLsoN herBerT? 
boHueR, "lesTeR". 
boRck, verA 
boWyEr,  marY 
braSsinGtoN, doRotHv... 
brAwN, geRtrUdE'? auGusTa 
brEEse, mArY 
brEitGAn ? eVa m 
bRimEr, marGuEritE. 
brenTIN, jOHn 
brEweR, edNa, gERtRudE 
brEWer, mARY marGAreT 
bReWsTeR, grAce 
bRicK, berNeTta "esThEr" 
briCkEr? raYmOnd 
brlnK, veRa hElEn 
bRoWn,.,a.,aLbErT 
brOwN, allce? loUisE 
bRowN; etHeL iReNe 
buCKLes? wiLLiAm cHarlEs! 
>UrdiTt;, L, cOra! 
burDue., HazEl m.? 
burkhart, eDwiN 
buRneR, fLossie (m( 
burwell, maRthA, f; 
bush?  franees! 
bushong, helen. 
Campbell, norman ray?! 
cardwell,  dorothy;   (marie) 
carey, lols, e. 
caRR, maRy: 
cARrinGtoN, joHn. 
cHamBers, marThA. m 
cHapMan, fLossiE? j! 
ChaSe, fLovD,, b. 
chlLDs,. mRs, AdA 
cLarK,  angel Ine 
clAy, cleOh?? 
cole, MargAREt. 
colemaN.. ermaH, 
coNlev, crYstal, (a). 
cOOKe, fRaNcEs, haZel/ 
cOrbln, reMa, 
crafT, aRThur, 
craWfORD, paUl, F. 
cRosbeg, BesSiE,  F. 
croSS, nlnAbEUE 
craY! haRRiet, kathRyN? 
cuMMings, "olive" m 
"Curl", ViViAn. 
dahlneyer!! gertrUDE, s 
daTTon, lOis,,. a 
da Vis, don's, j... 
daVis, heleN; 
den'ney" glaDys"! 
deNNis,  gLeN,  r. 
dennIS,  Vona,, 
diGBY,! clEO.. 
--**£!. 
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diEgel! fraNcEs 
dIGBy., eDWIn, 
dirk, gEna v. 
douglaS. hAzel., m 
DULL! martha, gRaCe. 
duniPACE. doNAld. w. 
dwIrE, helen,, N. 
dvSarT, mArv, MathEL 
daUleyWine., mlldReD, 
earP, mAud 
easterDAY" heLen 
eASTERlin. shlrlEy 
el SON. dOROthy 
everHaRt.. ruSSEl. o 
fauVeR, fLorEncE, 1 
feLLERs. phvLLIs. iReNe, 
filiERE. gleNNa 
fILIere.. hOWarD. irWin 
FORD, charLOTTE, louise 
forrEstEr, margaRet eDith 
foX, ellzabeth 
fOx, HOrEnce, M. 
frANk, mErle, d 
franKLin, mAx, chArles 
frederlCks,  hellyne. 
freYmAn, winiFRed, lEona. 
fritchiE, geraldinE, E 
fullEr, hElEnE 
gArrett, dorothy, mAy. 
gaskeLL, heLen/ m 
giLberT, lOis. e 
geisey. heLEn, m 
gerharDstEin, LiLLiAn ? c. 
gill; arthuR, m? 
glenn. nAoml 
gleZnEr, cIAir. 
gobrecHt, faYe. 
goodmaN, allCe ,. 
goRRiLL. roBerT 
gorsuch, F. cHarLes 
gOTTSchalk, stEwaRt. m 
grahM: gerAldlne 
grEEn. heLen. caThAn'Ne. 
grendaN, May! 
griFFin laonA, i ? 
griffith ! Catharine, j 
guini,,, eda.j 
guTHrle, gladvs 
hAAs, louiSE, G 
haLe juanlta 
haLL,,, geOrgia! 
haNNEs? adolph, halttunin. 
harrisOn, eliZabeTh. 
hAskEll.  hUbert 
hauenstEin,   hElEn ? 
haWkinS, hARRy 
hav'hurst,   oPAL,   ruTH 
havNe, aNNa, elizaBETH 
heFFelFinGer?? milDRED. 
heidth... mAbEl MilDrEd 
heilNer, MarY i, 
helyoigt., LA foRREst 
henDerLicH, euLaLiS, gRaCe 
HENne, miLDRed, 
hessMAN. elDa,, aNnE 
hiErs; aLiCe 
hinTz, peArl 
KochenShilt, maRv 
hOlM, wlnlfReD 
hoNe, dEoTa 
houSe, LuciLLe, fLorine 
huBer, NeLLiE, m 
hudSON. marwelvn e, 
hughes, hAZEL 
hunTEr, lOUIse EVELvn 
hull. gerTRUDe 
huTSOn,  flOrEnce 
Immel, berNice mArie! 
jauzer,, maRiles,,,! 
joHNson, lola?,! 
joLley, luElLa! 
joNes, eDgaR(a) 
jOUrDon,   geNeVIVe. 
jUiLlaRd, UlliAn ? 
kaLt, eDna-) 
kEiser, eLlen, cEIinA/ 
keRnS, eRma. 
keRR "j" cLarence 
kaTZenBarGer, kAtHryn) 
keYes, catHarine m. 
kiBleR, velMa maRie! 
kinG. geRTrude a? 
kinTigh,   "lucille", 
kiNtiGh, (lUella) 
kNight tHeodorE: 
kRopf, "berNice" 
kUder, aRthur, 
kUrtz, heLen ! 
laKe, edNa mAe; 
lAnce, d, iRa? 
lArUe, eNid rUth: 
laTTanner, aVis? 
leAtheRs. kaThryn m. 
lu! ! noRMA e.' 
liLLy, virGiNia m. 
loNg mYron e: 
SC(2^a- 
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lOoMiS, noRman? 
leUDeMan, rUth. 
lUndy, elNoRa. 
luTteNBerger, thELma. 
lYnch! glaDys maRv 
lYnch, lUcill'E:: 
lYon. maBel... 
macvraY, tHelda 
moColloUgh,  rUth! 
mcCoNnelL, marGuerite 
mcCracKen, maRy 
mcDough catHariNe? 
mcGinTy, maBel. 
mCgiNTy, miLdred: 
malLeTt, BeRnice! 
manEval, eva. 1. 
maRTin, caTherine? 
matHiaS. e,  LoUisE? 
maYo, maRgaret heLen. 
mEad! berNiCe: 
Melster,  Helen  milDred. 
mercER, theLma coRa ;;; 
mesNarD? caRl. 
meSnar D. mabeL. 
metz, frankLin. w: 
meYer! eveLyn,,, 
meYerS, kathRyn? 
meYer, naNcy e. 
milLer, doroThy! 
mlllEr, gaYle?? 
miLIiGan. maRv jo. 
mohR! sUe! ! ! 
mOOre, aLice rUth ? 
miLler, eUgEne?? 
mOore,,  Virden.) !/ 
moRten heLen vOlita? 
mutaCh, lYIa. 
mYers, arChie.. 
mYeRs, wiLBur a 
myeRs, wilLiam henry 
nelSon, marjoRie, m!,;? 
nEuMelStEr, rUtH m. 
nEwhOuSe, helen. 
nEwloVe, marie. 
niemAn, doroThy m 
m'Gh, maRgaret mary 
n.'Ver, eliZaBeTh! 
noRton, maRy JEanette. 
obermYer, naoMi hazel 
o'briEn, iaMes f.... 
oVeRmEYer, maBel j. 
ovERMeyER, sHirley helEn 
paLmer! mARy.. 
pApe, eDna mAe! 
parKer, willlam ? 
paRks, aVis. 
paRnelL, beatRice b. 
paRtn'Dge, maRian?? 
paStor, maRie! 
paThe,  elizabeth ? 
paTiNgaLe, catHerinE e: 
peck,  dorOthY., 
pecKinpaugh, vilRol  !,., 
peLton, wiLBur h ,,,, 
pHiLlips aLthEa. n. 
phiLliPs eDyThe 
pilZecker, rUth. 
pOorman, VearioN. 
poTter, jaMes e... 
pUiCe, eMily e., 
pRieSt, ediTh aRIene 
pUrdv, franK wiLliam 
raBish. miNniE!// 
raNlY, eDmund 
raPhael, eDna.,. 
raY, roBert 
raYner,  "eDna" n 
rU^er aNNa i 
reTzlaFf. haTtie,. 
riChard. eLMa! 
n'DeouT, oliVe a? 
riDer, eUgenE h. 
riGby, eMma??? 
ritZman? huLdaH.L: 
roaCh, fRancis... 
roBt, edna! ! ! 
roBertson, bertha maY 
roBiNsOn, mUrlel.::: 
roBinson BerTha ann.. 
roHebacHer, rUth 
roLler, eDiTh, 
roLler, Miriam,,, 
roSeNdale, ruBy! 
rOWlaNd gRace.'.// 
roZellE, eliZaBeTh,, 
rUcKmaN, lUcia,.? 
ruDdOck, maYbeLle m! 
rudOlPh, m? 
rUhlE aliNE!  ? 
rtlsSeLl marjorie.,, 
ruTherFord, virGinla? 
saLsbUrv. IDaBelle! 
sCHAaf, I Mo! 
sCheldt, floRence,,, 
scHimreR, gRace.. 
sChmUnk, "waltEr." 
iQr*. .**&: 
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scHroedeR, iLa 
scoVilL. helEn 
selfert, anNA g!'? 
seiPle,  "altHeA." 
sEiple,  lorETta,,, 
sEiPle, "AltHeA." 
shAFer "don" 
sHeahAN, eDith... 
shEFfleR, kaRis 1„ 
shOwaltER.mildRed m 
shUDer, beRnice.,,, 
seigenthALeR, francEs 
siGg, maRie a! 
siMmoNs, "edWaRd" 
skiNneR, maRy!// 
sloTterbeCk, clYde,,, 
smith, doRothY mary 
smiTh, dOroThy maY.. 
smith, "heLen,"' 
smith, lOiS!/ 
sMiTh, maRgaret e.., 
sMiTh, maRie e! 
smiTH, sTewart... 
sMItH, theoDorE w.. 
sMIth, veLmA g. 
smltH ? viRginla.. 
sNvder! dEaH. 
sNyDer, hElEn 1  !  ! 
sNydeR, maRy i? ? 
sNYder paUI, w... 
sNvDeR theLma c... 
sNyDer, viola 
sOmmer, maRie m 
sPeaks, aNnABel! 
spengler, allce?// 
sPengler, miNnle .. 
sPicer, waLter I 
spOerl; aGneS m 
sProU, caRrie;: 
sTacY, doNald, 
sTearnS walTer 
sTeineR; paUl d?/ 
sTeinEr,  roSe::: 
sTevensoN, laUra. 
stiGeR, leLa c! 
sTober, heLen f. ? 
sTockweLL, beUlah?// 
sToUT, dORIs.... 
straYer, etHeL :: 
swarTZ, doNaLd. 
swarTz, eLsIe 
sWiHart, fErNie 
tHompson iVaDaLe v.?? 
tiLtOn,  eVelyN... 
tOng,  maBel j.   : 
tRaSk, eVA mAE! 
trEEce loweLl ? 
trESsler "estHeR." 
tUcker, "helen).. 
tuRley, nETa... 
vaNce vErnA e! )) 
van cLef, helEN i.! 
vaN doreN, mARioN 1 ?/ 
woodWorTH, heLen a 
walSCh, esTher m... 
waGgoneR, neTtie... 
wagnER alMyrA e!! 
watTiauX,  maRie. 
waYMaN, paUL.! 
weiHl, naul! ! ., 
welslrOd,    doROthy e! 
weLch, velMa?// 
wEnger, paUIine k::: 
wERner, cLariSsA margaRet!!! 
wHelaNd,  kaRl... 
wHiTaker,  elizaBeth?? 
whiTtMeR? caRrie iVa... 
wiLder! dorothv m ?// 
wiLLiaMs alMa'... 
wiLson, aLtA... 
wiLson, leAH ;;; 
wirlcK, helen???/// 
witHroW, aLiCe ;;; 
woLfe, maRy daLe... 
wOodRiNG, eDnA, leOne! 
wOODring, paUl!/? 
wOoDwOrtH, verNa. 
wriGht, maRy elizabeTh!.. 
yaGer? lUcilla m. 
yoUnG, franK. 
zlegleR. thEola 
ziNdleR caRolyn h! 
I 
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FRESHMAN POEM 
September, like a mighty autumn wind 
That shakes the leaves and brings them whirling doivn. 
Caught us from out the shade of family trees. 
And brought us hither to our college town. 
And like the leaves that in the winter time 
Do gather close to shield a forest flower. 
Thus, the class of twenty-nine, do we come. 
We'll guard thee, keep thee through thy every hour. 
For thou indeed art blossom of our hope; 
Fair dost thou rise 'neath fortune's light caress: 
Thy heart is gold, thy petals white and blue, 
Thy chalice-cup holds all our happiness. 
Pnttr   nfrrtit/t 
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GEORGE WILSON, President 
BOOK AND MOTOR 
OFFICERS 
President George Wilson 
Vice-President   Thelma   Ritchey 
Secretary Theodora Fowler 
Treasurer Rea McCain 
THE BOOK AND MOTOR SOCIETY is the honorary scholastic organization of Bowl¬ 
ing Green College. To this society are elected each year, after a year's resi¬ 
dence in the college, those students who, in the opinion of members and faculty, 
have "profited most fully by the instruction offered by the college and contributed most 
generously to her traditions." Upon these students is laid the added responsibility of 
upholding the Book and Motor standards. 
The object of the society is the fostering of college spirit and the recognition and 
promotion of scholastic and social endeavor. 
The emblem of this society is a gold key consisting of the college monogram sur¬ 
mounted by a book and motor. 
The Book and Motor members are sponsors of the Student Loan Fund and this 
year are planning activities of a cultural and social nature. 
The students honored in the fall by election to the Book and Motor Society are: 
Ivan Beard, Olive Bowersox, Margaret Bulger, Wayne Cornell, Helen Frisbie, Agnes 
Pilliod,  Irene Tule and Bernice Williams. 
Page seveniy-tiuo 
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FACULTY MEMBERS 
Pres. H. B. Williams 
C. J. Biery 
G. W. Beattie 
Harriet Hayward 
C. C. Kohl 
Caroline Nielsen 
Rea McCain 
Thelma Longfellow 
STUDENT MEMBERS 
Ivan Beard 
June Beverstock 
Jay Bone 
Olive Bowersox 
Margaret Bulger 
Wayne Cornell 
Theodora Fowler 
Helen Frisbie 
Oscar Hunter 
Jonathan Ladd 
Edith McGee 
Agnes Pilliod 
Thelma Ritchey 
John Rudolph 
Jean Sherer 
Chloe Thomas 
Grace Tressel 
Irene Tule 
Helen Urschel 
Bernice Williams 
George Wilson 
HQjr* 
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PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC CLUB 
T HE Public School Music Club was organized in the fall of 1925 for the purpose of furthering the interest of music in our college. 
Grades considered good must be attained by students 
who become members of this Club. 
The Club is affiliated with two other organizations of 
the same type at Ohio Wesleyan and the Cincinnati Con¬ 
servatory of Music which are known by the name of 
Phi Sigma Mu fraternities. 
The officers are: President, Gertrude Zeis; Vice-Pres¬ 
ident, Helen Urschel; Treasurer, Helen Hull; Secretary, 
Agnes Pilliod. 
Members: R. M. Tunnicliffe, Catherine Bartley, 
Fannie Huston, Elsie Claggett, Nettie Crass, Grace 
Knepper, Helen Red, Esther Lambertus. 
Pledges: Methal Dysart, Louise Lattaner, Lois Gary, 
Marilis Janzer, Marie Bressler. 
,  I 
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PL BLIC SCHOOL MISIC CLUB 
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COUNTRY LIFE CLUB 
OFFICERS 
President Robert Younkin 
Vice-President  Marie Dock 
Secretary-Treasurer Hayden  Olds 
Chorister Helen   Whipple 
Pianist Sadie Belle Clements 
Literary Chairman Esther March 
Social Chairman Jean Sherer 
OF ALL the numerous clubs which Bowling Green College supports, the "Coun¬ 
try Life" is in all probability the most unique.    It is not a secret, honorary or 
literary organization, but is associated with school life to which every student 
may belong if he so desires. 
Meetings are held twice a month on Wednesday evenings. The time is divided 
among music, readings, short talks on current events, debates, dancing and playing of 
games. 
Officers are elected at the beginning of each semester. The following were 
elected for the second semester of this year: President—George Evans; Vice-Presi¬ 
dent—Hayden Olds; Secretary-Treasurer—Harry Frankfather; Chorister—-Ray 
Troutner; Pianist—Louise Lattanner; Chairman of Social Committee—Esther March; 
Chairman of Program—Helen Thompson. 
'JSfi^ 
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VAN WERT-MERCER COUNTY CLUB 
OFFICERS 
President Helen  Hays 
Vice-President   Charles  Buckles 
Secretary-Treasurer Ray Troutner 
URING the first part of this year the students of Van Wert and Mercer counties 
saw the benefit of an organization of these students for a business and social 
cause and so organized The Van Wert-Mercer County Club. 
The purpose of this club was to bring together more closely the pupils from these 
counties and arouse a feeling of welcome to all of them. 
The club met every two weeks and a good time w'as had at every meeting. 
A part of the time was devoted to business while the remainder of the meeting 
was given over to the social committee. 
It is hoped that next year many more of the students from these counties will en¬ 
deavor to make this club one of social enjoyment as well as one of business. 
D 
i 
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HEXRIETTA HOFFMAN, President 
TOLEDO CLUB 
MONDAY evening. November 16, 1925, the girls from Toledo met in Shatzel 
Hall, where they formed a club.   The purpose of the club is to interest high 
school students living in Toledo in coming to Bowling Green College.    In 
addition, the organization aims to create a spirit of friendship among the girls here and 
to welcome freshmen and other newT students from their home city. 
During the holiday vacation a delightful luncheon was held at the Woman's 
Building in Toledo where Dr. H. B. Williams and Miss Laura Heston were seated 
with thirty-four members. 
A luncheon for members and alumni will be held during spring vacation. We 
all sincerely hope that the club will be successful in carrying out its purpose and that 
it will live as long as the college. 
KOa «^S): 
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TOLEDO CLUB 
OFFICERS 
President Henrietta Hoffman 
Vice-President  Ruth  Neumeister 
Secretary Ruth   Pilzecker 
Treasurer Ruth  Rohrbacker 
Reporter Bernice  Williams 
MEMBERS 
Ruth Ahlfors Bernice Moriarty 
Elizabeth Ahrendt Ruth Neumeister 
Hazel Blair Althea Phillips 
Dorothy Brassington Ruth  Rhorbacker 
Mary Breese Ruth Pilzecker 
Mildred Conner Hattie Retzloff 
Velma Coy Alice Richards 
Gertrude Dahlmeyer Huldah Ritzman 
Marie Dock Virginia Rutherford 
Claire Glezner Rachel Shelling 
Ruth Greening Grace Schinner 
Mary Hielner Fdith Sheaham 
Henrietta Hoffman Helen Tucker 
Thelma Luttenberger Dorothy Wilder 
Thelda MacVay Dorothy Weisbood 
Ruth Meinhart Helen VanCleef 
Kathryn Meyer Ethel Grow 
Alice Ruth Moore Bertha Pauly 
Bernice Williams 
■*<&: 
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EDITH MCGEE, President 
WOMEN'S LEAGUE 
EVERY democratic institution such as our American college, has need of an or¬ 
ganization which will aid its members in attaining efficient training in citizen¬ 
ship. This desired aim is being achieved in our college through the Women's 
League, which is an instrument of self-government and an outward expression of faith 
on the part of the faculty, in the ability of the college women to exercise student con¬ 
trol of affairs. It fosters initiative, responsibility and a sense of duty among its mem¬ 
bers. 
Each woman student automatically becomes a member of the League upon the date 
of her matriculation. The executive power of the League is vested in a board con¬ 
sisting of the officers, representatives from the permanent organizations of the college 
and house-chairmen of the halls and those homes in town where several girls reside. 
The executive board is merely the agent of the League and its course may be checked 
by the League as a whole if desired. 
The "Big Sister" movement and plans for the social life of the girls are the most 
important activities of the League. In addition, it arranges for worth-while addresses 
to be given for the benefit of the student body. 
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WOMEN'S LEAGUE EXECUTIVE BOARD 
OFFICERS 
Edith   McGee President 
June Beverstock  Vice-President 
Olive Bowersox Secretary 
Grace  Tressel Treasurer 
FACULTY ADVISER 
Mrs. Maude Sharp 
MEMBERS 
Catherine Bartley 
Lillian Benson 
Dorothy Bowyer 
Mrs. Childs 
Marjherie Heiby 
Hazel Hughes 
Minnie Jeswald 
Iris Kohler 
Marian Koleman 
Audrey Leaf 
Helen McCormick 
Bertha Pauly 
Agnes Pilliod 
Anna Reeser 
Aline Ruble 
Mildred Stelzer 
Helen  Stober 
Eleanor Stutz 
Helen Thompson 
Robertine Waldenga 
Mildred Whistler 
Dorothv Williams 
KGJ**: =r*a 
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LEONTINE MORRISON, President 
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB 
THIS is the fifth year of the Home Economics Club.    Adhering to the purpose 
of studying the broader phases of home economics the following is illustrative 
of the programs followed: 
The first meeting was social, for the purpose of acquainting the members with the 
freshmen. 
The subjects discussed in the other meetings were: The life of Ellen H. Richards, 
the founder of home economics; Americanization—The relation of Home Economics 
workers to the foreign women; The lives of pioneer women in America; Antiques; 
Club work among boys and girls; How to plan and manage a style show. 
Hostesses were chosen each time to serve light refreshments after the meetings. 
The outstanding social events of the club were the Home Economics Party in the 
gymnasium where the faculty women and wives of the faculty were guests, and the 
spring picnic. 
^ *<®ii 
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HOME ECONOMICS CLUB 
President Alae Leontine Morrison 
Vice-President Alice Slessman 
Secretary- Treasurer Verna Buell 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
Laura E. Heston 
Helen Henderson 
MEMBERS 
Elza Ahrendt 
Wanda Albaugh 
Margaret Bartlett 
Alice Bird 
Frances Blackburn 
Loretta Blackburn 
Mary Bowyer 
Mary Breese 
Verna Buell 
Sadie Belle Clements 
Helen De Wiere 
Mary Freeman 
Leta Gigax 
Ruth Hayhurst 
Anne Hayne 
Mabel Heidt 
Dorotha Hearn 
Gladys Hutson 
Minnie Jeswald 
Orpha Knight 
Bernice Kraff 
Iris Kobler 
Marion Koleman 
Norma Lee 
Rozella Loesch 
Mabel Lyon 
Lillian Mercer 
Mae Leontine Morrison 
Ruth Neeper 
Mable Overmyer 
Beatrice Parnell 
Laura Pope 
Olive Rideout 
Henrietta Robertson 
Rachael Schelling 
Edith Shuck 
Alice Slessman 
Virginia Smith 
Pauline Stannard 
Mildred Walt 
Etta Ward 
Velma Welch 
Margaret Werner 
Bernice Williams 
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WILBUR RIDER, President 
THE QUILL TYPE 
ON MARCH 24, 1924, the students of the Commercial Department decided to 
form a commercial club, so a committee was appointed to draft a constitution. 
There were twenty-two signers of the constitution which had for its aim the 
advancement of the interests of the College in general and those of the Department and 
students in particular. The motto adopted was "Speed, Accuracy, and Efficiency," 
and the colors chosen were red and black, typical of the colors used in bookkeeping 
and typewriting. 
The following year the Commercial Department doubled in size and thirty-three 
members were added to the roll of the Quill Type. The society was now large enough 
to have a special pin of its own and a pattern was decided upon. The pin is of gold in 
the form of a quill with the letters T-Y-P-E superimposed. Although the meetings 
flourished, yet there was not the attendance that there should have been, so it was 
decided to draw up a constitution rigid enough that only those who have a real desire 
to become members can join. 
The new constitution allows any member of the Department to visit the organiza¬ 
tion. Then if he wishes to join he must take part on the program and pay his dues 
before he becomes a full-fledged member. Although the enrollment was triple what 
it had been in 1923, the requirements of the society were met by only thirteen new 
students. At present there is an active membership of twenty-eight and an honorary 
one of fortv-one. 
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QUILL TYPE CLUB 
Colors:  Red and Black Motto:  "Speed, Accuracy, and Efficiency' 
OFFICERS 
Wilbur   Rider President 
Iris Hiers Vice-President 
Margaret Jessen Treasurer 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
E. G. Knepper 
Hazel Fitzgerald 
\ 
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ALBERT SCHMIDT, President 
Y. M. C. A. 
IT WAS during the college year of 1923-24 that the need of a Young Men's Christian 
Association at Bowling Green State Normal College was first felt by a number 
of young men students and some faculty members.   This band, while not definitely 
organizing a "Y," held several meetings and sent a delegate to the Student Conference 
held at Lake Geneva in June, 1924. 
When college opened in September, 1924. these men got together and definitely 
organized a Y. M. C. A. with thirty charter members, under the direction of H. L. 
Seamans, State Student Secretary. 
While the Y. M. C. A. is still a young organization and, as yet. can show few 
results, it is trying to do its bit toward the improvement of campus life. During the 
first half of 1925-26 the programs consisted of the discussion of such Biblical topics as: 
The Historical Setting of Jesus' Life, Jesus' Method of Teaching, The Human Side 
of Jesus, etc. During the last half of the year the following are typical of the topics 
discussed, showing the application of Christianity to real life: The Christian and His 
Wealth, The Christian in Politics, The Christian Employer, etc. Also some leaders 
were furnished for the youth of the city. 
It is our hope that this organization may grow to be a strong one and prove to 
be a help in the promotion of a true Christian spirit here in the college and elsewhere. 
I 
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Y. M. C. A. 
President Albert   Schmidt 
Secretary Erwin  Price 
Treasurer E.  C. Powell 
Assistant Treasurer Robert Roe 
C. C. Kohl 
John Sclncarz 
FACULTY ADVISERS 
£. C. Powell 
C. C. Hissong 
MEMBERS 
Loren Bibler 
Ivan Beard 
Carl Brown 
Chester Cornell 
Wayne Cornell 
Dwight  Daniels 
John Dunn 
Chester Fast 
Orval Gundrum 
Harry Hawkins 
Oscar Hunter 
Floys Junkins 
Casper King 
Jonathan Ladd 
Dallas Lawrence 
Dolan Limber 
John Myers 
William Ogden 
Hayden Olds 
Stanley Pennington 
Erwin Price 
Lindsey Pugh 
Wilbur Rider 
Robert Roe 
Otto Roth 
Albert Schmidt 
Wilbur Swartz 
Lowell Treece 
Ray Troutner 
Harold Willman 
George Wilson 
Robert Wvandt 
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Y. W. C. A. 
HE Y. W. C. A., although first started in the spring of 1925, was not fully 
organized until the following autumn. Since that time, however, it has been 
steadily growing, and is now one of the most active of the college organizations. 
The aims of this organization, drawn up by the committee on Constitution, after 
a wide research into the activities of various Y. W. C. A's., are as follows: 
The Young Woman's Christian Association of B. G. S. N. C, affirming the 
Christian faith in God, the Father; and in Jesus Christ His Son, declares its purpose 
to be: 
1. To promote growth in Christian faith and character among the 
students of this college. 
2. To influence them to elevate themselves in united effort with all 
Christians, to making the will of Christ effective in human society, 
and to extending the Kingdom of God throughout the world. 
3. To promote a spirit of Christian friendliness and a wholesome social 
life among women students. 
4. To initiate or help with any project that has a sane, wholesome, bene¬ 
ficial influence upon the student life of this college. 
There are now around seventy-five members of the Y. W. C. A., and it is certain 
that this membership will rapidly increase. The association aims to send delegates to 
attend conferences of state and national associations, and, as well, to have worthwhile 
speakers come to B. G. S. N. C. in order to address the local members from time to 
time. With these aims in view, the B. G. S. N. C. Young Woman's Christian Associa¬ 
tion should have a very promising future. 
L J 
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Y. W. C. A. 
OFFICERS 
Mary Lawrence President 
Lillian  Benson Vice-President 
Alary   Freeman Secretary 
Marian  Koleman Treasurer 
Dorothy  Weisbrod Freshman  Representative 
ADVISORY BOARD 
Caroline  Shaw Elsie Burlner 
Laura E. Heston Mrs. C. C. Kohl 
Hazel D. Fitzgerald 
HONORARY MEMBER 
Ethyl M. Blum 
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OLIVE BOWERSOX GRACE TRESSEL 
EMERSON LITERARY SOCIETY 
OFFICERS 
FIRST SEMESTER 
President Grace Tressel 
Vice-President Wayne Cornell 
Secretary-Treasurer Esther March 
Chairman of Program Committee Margaret Bulger 
Pianist Sadie  Belle  Clements 
Chorister Jonathan B. Ladd 
FACULTY ADVISER 
Prof. John Schwarz 
Shatzel Hall 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
June 5, 1926 
Dear Sally: 
My wish is granted, and I'm an Emerson. I am as proud as you were in 1914, 
when 50U helped organize the society. You wouldn't recognize us now, Sally, for 
we have a large number of future poets and critics added to our list. 
We've revised the constitution, but the ideals of the society are the same as of old, 
because you Alumni knew college life would be incomplete without a well-developed 
cultural life. 
I think the programs are great, for we've discussed Authors, Folklore, Music, 
Etiquette and Current Problems, and have had some good times in trying to master 
Parliamentary Drill. 
Oh yes, Sally, we have the cleverest pins! They are gold instead of silver like 
yours, and have the flaming torch and a book on a standard with a large "E" in the 
center. 
I'd write more, but, Sally, I have to give a paper on Emerson's philosophy, so I'm 
off to the library. 
Your sister Emerson 
Page ninety 
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EMERSON LITERARY SOCIETY 
NEW OFFICERS 
Olive Bowersox President 
Marian   Koleman Vice-President 
Carl Brown Recording Secretary 
Lindsey  Pugh Treasurer 
Margaret Bulger Chairman Program  Committee 
John Schwarz --Faculty Adviser 
MEMBERS 
Auxter, Catherine Heilner, Mary 
Beatty, Lurlene Hoffman, Henrietta 
Benson, Lillian Koleman, Marian 
Bowersox, Olive Ladd, Jonathan 
Brown, Carl Lawrence, Mary 
Bulger, Margaret McGee, Edith 
Cook, Ellura March, Esther 
Cornell, Chester Morrison, Mae Leontine 
Cornell, Wayne Overmyer, Shirley 
Daniels, Estrilla Pugh, Lindsey 
Deerhake, Mary Smith, Frances 
Dock, Marie Stutz, Eleanor 
Doty, Everett Thomas, Chole 
Fowler, Theodora Tressel, Grace 
Freeman, Mary Troutner, Ray 
Gaeth, Charlotte Vanse, Verna 
Gunn, Kathryn Veler, Lucy 
Hayne, Anna Zindler, Carolyn 
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COLLEGE MALL 
DID you ever walk under the shade 
of those trees? Did you ever 
gaze down the Mall and drink 
in the beauty of our college? Did you 
ever try to imagine the future beauty 
and development of B. G. S. N. C. ? If 
you have not you have missed a lot of 
wholesome pleasure. 
*r%2)ii 
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FIVE BROTHERS 
FOUNDED AT BOWLING GREEN STATE COLLEGE 1921 
Colors:    Red and Black 
F rater in Facilitate 
PROF. E. C. POWELL 
FRATERS IN COLLEGIO 
Seniors 
Carl Bachman 
Ivan Beard 
Jay Bone 
Ralph Castner 
Arthur Brand 
Harrv  Crawford 
Wilford Gahn 
George Evans 
Edward  Fries 
Floyd Chase 
Harry Frankfather 
Jonathan Ladd 
Homer Moscoe 
Juniors 
Vaughn  Gill 
Graduating Sophomores 
John Myers 
Robert Wyandt 
Sophomores 
Ned  Hanna 
Fresh tin 
Ernest Leathers 
Horace Pelton 
John Rudolph 
Franklin Skibbie 
Earl Wittmer 
Robert Younkin 
William Ogden 
Havden Olds 
Walter Ostrander 
Ora Knecht 
Albert Schmidt 
Francis Roach 
S    I   X 
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FIVE SISTERS 
FOUNDED AT BOWLING GREEN STATE COLLEGE 1923 
Sorore in Facultate 
MARION HALL 
SORORES IN COLLEGIO 
Seniors 
Blanche Davis Olive Havens Laura Pope 
Lucile Long Mildred Whisler 
Thelma Ritchie 
Juniors 
June Beverstock 
Helen Bower 
Bertha Hayes 
Mary Kerst 
Betsy Belle Brown 
Olive Bowersox 
Gena Dirk 
Graduating Sophomores 
Dorothea Lichtey 
Nina Lust 
Georgianna Shivelv 
Sophomores 
Kathryn Gunn 
Freshmen 
Frances Sigenthaler 
Avis Parks 
Alice Slessman 
Donna Van Camp 
Gertrude Zeis 
Rozella Loesch 
Eloise Leathers 
Marian Van Doren 
'JSr*- ■ r&l 
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Whi'st/er 
Hearn 
Lusi 
Sever slock 
Havens 
Ritchie 
Bowersox 
Van Doren 
Davis 
Pope 
Hall 
Van Camp 
Bower 
Long 
•ry 
Conn 
Parhs 
Hayes 
Shively 
Loesch 
Kersf 
Brown 
Lea then 
Dirk 
Slessmsa Zeis 
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SKOL 
FOUNDED AT BOWLING GREEN STATE COLLEGE 1923 
Colors:    Black and Gold 
Sorore in Facultate 
Miss REA MCCAIN 
SORORES IN COLLEGIO 
Seniors 
Onnolee Hipp Jean  Sherer Esther March 
Laura McMasters Eleanor Stutz 
Vivian Murdock 
Junioi 
Grace Kille 
Helen Whipple 
Marjorie Chapman 
Helen Thompson 
Dorothv Bachman 
Lois Gilbert 
Graduating Sophomores 
Agnes Pilliod Sadie Belle Clements 
Sophomores 
Pearl Gray Merle Gray 
Freshmen 
Dorothy Niemann 
Pauline Barnwell 
Edna Kalt 
ilQi**-- -ir*s9: 
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THE TRAINING SCHOOL, NOT SO LONG AGO 
As the Training School txas, the Library and Gym are, but they too ivill soon be completed- 
and this means progress. 
.'t^ 
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SHATZEL HALL 
If hen the rlass of 1926 entered college, Shatzel Hall v:as only a dream, but noiv it is a reality. 
Even noii; siieet memories surround it and it is a part of us. 
ii<2r*- 
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Miss MCCAIN' 
DRAMA 
EACH year a group of would-be actors enter the Drama Class in September, eager 
to star and to act.    The first weeks are spent in gaining a stage presence and 
the technicalities of acting.    The giggles have to be downed and John Smith 
has to forget that he is John Smith, and be Lord John or Willie. 
Then after six weeks of hard work, the first play is presented before the Home- 
Coming group, composed of Gold Mask people and actors of other days who are there 
to see if the new Drama Class is up to par, as well as to enjoy themselves. But each 
year all are surprised to see a well finished play, and it is hard to believe that only six 
weeks before, these people were initiated into the mysteries of acting. 
During the academic year, four plays are presented by the Class under the direc¬ 
tion of Miss Rea McCain. The college gives four hours credit for the course. But 
the number of hours credit given is probably the smallest thing received from the 
course. The student gains a certain poise and self-confidence that cannot be gained by 
any other means. Many times the student is thrown upon his own resources and the 
success of the play depends upon him. It is not only the acting that develops the stu¬ 
dent, but also the training gained behind the scenes. 
When the course is finished, the student can not only act, but he is capable of 
directing plays, of supervising the making of scenery and costumes, and the arranging 
of the stage. Along with this training come the memories of plays given and of 
friendships formed, which will all help in making college days the "best days of all the 
years." 
6    J2 KOa —   —-^-— '—-— ^^c-qSfr 
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THE DRAMA CLASS 
PLAYS PRESENTED IN 1925-26 
Lang Syne Not'. 6, 1925 
Fanny And The Servant Problem Jan. 21, 1926 
Merry Wives of Windsor March 24, 1926 
The Poor Little Rich Girl June 5, 1926 
MEMBERS OF DRAMA CLASS 
Fredrick Beyerman 
Dorothy Bachman 
Olive Bowersox 
Carl Brown 
Alice Dewese 
Everett Doty 
George Evans 
Helen Frisbie 
Eddie Fries 
George Grauer 
Ned Hanna 
Onnolee Hipp 
Noble Hiser 
Anthony Heitkamp 
Gladys Kelley 
Ora Knecht 
James Myers 
Mary Lawrence 
Lindsey Pugh 
Stanley Pennington 
Olive Reichley 
Thelma Ritchey 
Otto Roth 
Chloe Thomas 
Mildred Whisler 
£ 
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HELEN SHAFER, President 
GOLD MASK CLUB 
THE members of the first drama class held a meeting on June 7, 1922, and or¬ 
ganized the Gold Mask Club. The purpose of the organization is to present 
plays of special interest and to study the various aspects of modern drama. 
Any one who completes the work of the drama class is eligible to membership, to 
attend all meetings and to take part in plays given at different times. Since its organ¬ 
ization, the Gold Mask Club has produced these plays: "The Truth," "The Witch¬ 
ing Hour," "The Intimate Strangers," "The Passing of the Third Floor Back," and 
"Pygmalion." 
The Gold Mask Club was represented by its adviser, Miss Rea McCain, and the 
president, Miss Helen Shafer, at a conference on Drama, held at Carnegie Institute 
of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on November 27 and 28, 1925. The Depart¬ 
ment of Drama of that school entertained at this time representatives from the colleges 
and little theatres of the United States. There were one hundred and eight colleges 
and eighteen little theatres from twenty-seven states represented at this meeting. 
I 
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GOLD MASK CLUB 
President Helen Shafer 
Vice President Jonathan  Ladd 
Secretary-Treasurer Jean Sherer 
Adviser Miss Rea McCain 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
Helen Shafer 
Jean Sherer 
Esther Russel 
Doris D. Schaller 
Eleanor Stutz 
Jonathan Ladd 
Carleton Jones 
Ivan Lake 
Jay Bone 
Gertrude Fries 
Helen Urschel 
Ivan Beard 
Franklin  Skibbie 
Ralph A. Schaller 
Laura McMasters 
Lucille Long 
Marjorie Chapman 
Grace Kille 
Olive Havens 
Vivian Murdock 
Harry Crawford 
Nadine Clevenger 
iir«93) 
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ROBERT WYANDT, Manager 
DEBATE ASSOCIATION 
STATEMENT OF AIM 
IN order for an organization   to function most effectively   there must be an aim. 
The aim of the  Bee Gee Debating Association  is to offer an  opportunity to 
students to develop their intellects through the discussion of the most important 
questions of the day. 
This aim involves a thorough training in organized thought. It also provides 
useful information and practice in the rules of Parliamentary Law, an excellent prac¬ 
tice in speech delivery. 
Nothing is more important in the professional world than organized thought 
well delivered. 
Knowledge is of no use to society unless it can be transmitted in available form. 
Debating aims to train students to consider public questions and to develop the 
ability to judge and to come to conclusions of their own. Thus students are better 
able to make a definite contribution to society. Many of our greatest statesmen were 
debaters in their college days. Thus the debater has done much toward assuring his 
success in after life. 
Page one hundred six 
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DEBATE TEAMS 
President G. M. Wilson 
Student Manager Robert Wyandt 
Coach Prof. F. IV.  Carmichaei 
THIS year a triangle has been arranged with Adrian and Bluffton for March 23. 
Bee Gee's negative team will meet Adrian's affirmative team on the local floor, 
while the Bee Gee's affirmative will journey to Bluffton.    There has also been 
a dual debate arranged with Defiance for April 9.   The question:   Resolved, That the 
United States Government should Subsidize Commercial Aviation. 
A great  deal  of  investigation  has been  made on  the  question  by  the  Bee  Gee 
Debaters and victory is expected by both teams. 
4 
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DEVLIN RAMSEY 
AFFIRMATIVE TEAM 
LLOYD 
CAMBRIDGE DEBATING TEAM 
T HE people of Bowling Green and vicinity were very fortunate in having the opportunity of hearing the men from the old and renowned University of Cam¬ bridge, England, debate with our Bowling Green orators on October 6, 1925. 
The opportunity was one which does not knock at our doors very often. 
The debate dearly showed the difference between the two forms of education, that 
of the distinctly cultural, and that of the more practical training for money-making. 
We cannot say too much in praise of the eloquence of manner and speech which was 
shown by our English friends. 
I 
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BAXTER WYANDT 
NEGATIVE TEAM 
WILSON 
Debating on an American platform for the first time, they showed themselves 
fully at home, and soon won the admiration of the audience by their keen remarks and 
wit. The Englishmen showed a polish in speaking which is only gained by long 
practice and experience. 
We cannot say the debate was a one-sided affair. The Bowling Green team also 
did excellent work. We were defeated, but that does not tell the whole story. The 
decision was given by a house vote and when all had voted the English team had 
reaped fourteen votes more than the Bowling Green team. 
The question debated was. "That This House Pities Its Grandchildren." 
The Cambridge men had the affirmative side and their argument was based on the 
advancement of the "Yellow Peril." Bowling Green on the negative showed that 
posterity's interests would be secure because of the efforts of science, politics and the 
spread of culture. 
&>T^ 
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THE CHAPEL 
To MANY, the above picture is just an auditorium, or the auditorium of the Bowl¬ 
ing Green State Normal College. But to us, it is the Chapel, something dear 
and sacred. 
During the four years that we have been here, history has been made. Future 
statesmen and great educational leaders have spoken from the platform. Pep meetings 
which inspired school loyalty were held here. Within these walls, we organized as 
Freshmen and here we shall receive our degrees, after which we shall leave to enter 
the great school of life. 
School life has been made a little better, the disappointments of the past a little 
dimmer, our lives broader, because of the friendships that have been formed within 
these four walls. With such memories we can say that to have been here, to have been 
a part of them, has been worth while. 
-evS)'* 
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E. C. POWELL, Faculty Adviser. 
BAND 
OFFICERS 
Student Manager and Drum Major Dale Osborn 
Director Robert Wyandt 
Secretary-Treasurer Arthur Brand 
FACULTY ADVISER 
Prof. E. C. Powell 
Myron D. Headington Henry Meyers 
Harlen Perry Marjorie Russell 
Arthur Smith Leona Griffin 
Howard George Robert Coen 
Helen Red Gerald Coen 
Otto Roth Dorothy Katzemeyer 
Charles Freehafer Frederick Kohl 
Joan Beard Nellie Schuler 
Irvin Bailey William Dunipace 
Dwight Daniels Paul Franklyn 
Cleo Digby Virginia Bigelow 
Ted Smith Marvin George 
I 
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AGNES PILLIOD, President 
TREBLE CLEF CLUB 
TH E Treble Clef Club, the oldest musical organization of the college, was or¬ 
ganized by Ernest Hesser, early in the history of the institution. At the 
present time the club is made up of more than fifty young women who meet 
every Tuesda\r afternoon for an hour's practice under R. M. Tunnicliffe, director of 
music at the college. 
The purpose of the club is to furnish opportunity for practice in reading the best 
class of part songs and to give to the students a better appreciation of choral music. 
The recitals given every spring are helpful in raising the standards of the student body 
and community. 
The college, having recognized the excellence of the work being done, is soon 
to grant college credit for this course. 
OFFICERS 
President Agnes Pilliod, Swanton, Ohio 
Secretary and Treasurer--Helen Red, North Baltimore, Ohio 
MEMBERS 
First Sopranos 
Betsy Belle Brown 
Marie Bressler 
Grace Dull 
Leona Griffin 
Helen  Hull 
Louise Mathias 
Grace Nietz 
Marjorie Reed 
Helen Red 
Florence Sargent 
Marie Bressler 
Lois Carey 
Dorothy Elson 
Katherine Gunn 
Marilis Janzer 
Vivien Murdock 
Agnes Pilliod 
Lucia Ruckman 
Helen Urschel 
I       
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Joy Bryan 
Fannie Huston 
Helen Kurtz 
Glendola Morris 
Edna Smith 
Sue Macey 
Catherine  Bartley 
Lurlene Beatty 
Elsie Claggett 
Laura Jones 
Gladys Long 
Orra Redett 
Etta Ward 
Pauline Wenger 
Rose Bartley 
Second Sopranos 
Mary Deerhake 
Edna Kalt 
Esther Lambertus 
Alice Slessman 
Bernice Williams 
Hazel Burdue 
Guendolyn  Beall 
Gertrude Brawn 
Marie Dock 
Frances Kaeding 
Louise Latanner 
Dorothy Smith 
Gertrude Zeis 
Cecilia Barnes 
Olive Cummings 
Altc 
Lillian Benson 
Olive Bowersox 
Audrey Brentlinger 
Cleo Clay 
Nettie Crass 
Methel Dvsart 
Shirley Easterlin 
Lois Gilbert 
Rozella Loesch 
Eleanor Stutz 
Anna Hayne 
Eva Zirkle 
J 
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KEY RING 
Jonathan  Ladd Editor-in-chief 
Jean Sherer Assistant Editor 
Jay Bone Business Manager 
Franklin Skibbie Assistant Business Manager 
George Wilson Circulation Manager and Treasurer 
Theodora Fowler Assistant Circulation Manager 
John Rudolph Advertising Manager 
Onnolee Hipp Assistant Advertising Manager 
Edith McGee Organization Editor and Secretary 
Laura McMaster Art Editor 
Frances Smith Assistant Art Editor 
Chloe Thomas Social Editor 
Margaret Bulger Social Editor 
Esther March Feature Editor 
Homer Moscoe Athletic Editor 
Mildred Whisler Calendar Editor 
Ralph Schaller Alumni Editor 
Ivan Lake Alumni Editor 
Professor John Schwarz Faculty Adviser 
I  
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THE BEE GEE NEWS 
STAFF 
Editor-in-chief A. F. Schmidt 
Assistant Editor   G.  M.   M'ilson 
Circulation Manager Robert If'yandt 
Advertising Manager Orval  Gundrum 
Literary Editor Onnolee Hipp 
Society Editor Eleanor Stutz 
Athletic Editor Hayden  Olds 
Reporter Thelma  Ritchey 
Reporter Mary Lawrence 
Alumni Editor Ralph  Schaller 
Faculty Adviser Prof. G. fV. Beattie 
No COLLEGE is complete without its newspaper which, from time to time, gives 
to its students, faculty and alumni the news of the college. At Bowling Green 
State Normal College the Bee Gee News takes this place. 
The first Bee Gee News, a paper of four pages, was published in 1920. At pres¬ 
ent it is published monthly and consists of twenty-four pages. This growth is not the 
work of any one person, but that of the college as a whole. It was made possible by 
the increase in students and by the willingness of both faculty and students to devote 
their time in bringing this growth about. 
Not only does the Bee Gee News bring to the students, faculty and alumni the 
news of the college, but every month many complimentary copies are sent to the high 
schools of northwestern Ohio, thus bringing our college and its activities before a large 
number of prospective students. In this way we hope to make this paper not merely 
interesting to read, but to make it a factor in the growth of our college as well. 
K(Oi>^   -—   -  ^fj 
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WIN ONE CLUB OFFICERS 
WIN ONE CLUB 
OFFICERS 
Robert Wyandt President 
Jean Sherer -- Vice-President 
Prof. John Schwarz Faculty Advisor 
WE ARE indebted to former students and to present members of the faculty for 
the Win One Club.    This is the only organization on the campus to which 
the entire student body belongs.    The name Win One signifies the whole 
intent of the organization.     It is the purpose of the club to make Bowling Green 
Normal College a college of the highest rank in the State of Ohio by bringing to it 
the best of graduates from high schools in Ohio. 
The one big social event which the Win One Club sponsors during the year is 
the annual Home-Coming and Jubilee. This year our day was dampened bv Jupiter 
Pluvius and many plans were spoiled, nevertheless those who weathered the storm 
agreed that the time was not spent in vain. 
It is the desire of the officers that the Win One Club continue to grow and that 
the fruits of the club's efforts may be a rich harvest of worthy men and women to fill 
the graduating ranks of B. G. S. N. C. 
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MRS. MAUDE SHARP, Chairman 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
BOWLING GREEN COLLEGE makes ample provision 
for the social side of college life. In order to 
avoid confusion, in arranging the social schedule, 
to provide social activity, and to transact the financial 
business, incurred by the social activities, a committee is 
appointed by the President. The Committee is composed 
of four faculty members and four students, representa¬ 
tives of the four classes, with Mrs. Sharp, Dean of 
Women, as chairman. The Committee has been most 
helpful in offering suggestions and in co-operating with 
the organizations, and their efforts have been appreciated. 
I. 
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SOCIAL CALENDAR 1925-26 
SEPTEMBER  17 RECEPTION 
OCTOBER 0 COUNTRY LIFE PARTY 
OCTOBER 24 HALLOWE'EN PARTY 
NOVEMBER 7 HOME-COMING   PARTY 
NOVEMBER 20 KICK-OFF PARTY 
DECEMBER 12 PENNY FAIR 
DECEMBER 7 CHRISTMAS PARTY 
JANUARY 16 JUNIOR-SENIOR FORMAL 
JANUARY 24 PLAY 
FEBRUARY 6 GIRLS' PROM 
FEBRUARY 13 TREBLE CLEF CLUB—SNOW PARTY 
MARCH FIVE SISTER PARTY 
MARCH 20 SKOL PARTY 
MARCH 3 DEBATE 
MARCH 25 GYM DEMONSTRATION 
APRIL 10 SOPHOMORE PROM 
APRIL   5 DEBATE 
APRIL 16 FRESHMAN PARTY 
APRIL 7 HOME EC. CLASS PARTY 
APRIL 24 MEN'S HOP 
MAY 1 QUILL TYPE PARTY 
MAY 8 FIVE BROTHER PARTY 
MAY 15 BOOK AND MOTOR BANQUET 
JUNE 7 MUSIC PUPILS RECITAL 
JUNE 8 GLEE CLUB CONCERT 
JUNE 9 ALUMNI DAY 
JUNE 10 COMMENCEMENT 
=ic^S)3i 
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FACULTY RECEPTION 
DURING the week of September 15, 1925, while we were unpacking our suit¬ 
cases and trunks, an invitation came to us from the faculty to attend the faculty 
reception given in the gymnasium. On the evening of the party, as we entered 
the gymnasium, we were delighted to find that so many new members had been added 
to our faculty since last we greeted them. We were welcomed back warmly and our 
new brothers and sisters were made to feel at home. After greeting each other, the 
evening was spent in dancing. 
k 
HALLOWE'EN PARTY 
IT WAS an evening of gaiety and hilarity in the gymnasium when the guests assembled. 
Everyone looked so strange and we wondered who was who. How surprised we 
were when masks were removed and familiar faces revealed! The evening was 
spent in dancing. Early in the evening, while the grand march was played, the guests 
marched around the room past the judges in order that they might make their decision. 
Helen Stautzenberger's costume was voted the most beautiful; Dorothy and Donald 
Dunipace's the most novel; and Dale McDaniel's the most comic. 
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HOME-COMING PARTY 
MUD and water everywhere and not a drop to drink," thus we picture Home- 
Coming Day, November 7. One of the most thrilling of all events of the 
day, if not the most thrilling, was the Home-Coming Party. All of the old 
students and graduates, as well as the student body of the year, including many 
freshies, who were being initiated into the meaning of what Home-Coming meant to 
those who came back, participated in the festive occasion. Both of the gymnasiums 
were gaily decorated in keeping with the spirit of the occasion. The party gave 
adequate evidence that one can do two things at the same time, dance and talk, regard¬ 
less of what writers of text books say to the contrary. It was ample proof that Home- 
Coming is here to stay. 
FOOTBALL BANQUET AND KICK-OFF PARTY 
ASA fitting climax to the successful football season of 1925-26 the A. B. C. girls 
r^L    sponsored two delightful social events.    These took place on the evening of 
November  twentieth.    At six-thirty o'clock the  football  squad,  coaches and 
manager, met at Shatzel Hall for the annual football banquet.    An excellent chicken 
dinner was enjoyed by all. 
Immediately following the dinner the honored guests betook themselves to the 
College gymnasium to the Kick-Off Party. The transferring of the captaincy was 
according to custom. The Manager held the football in center floor for the old 
Captain to kick to the new Captain. The usual congratulations followed and dancing 
started. 
JUNIOR-SENIOR FORMAL 
FROLICKING under a veritable rainbow of colors, the Juniors and Seniors welcomed 
their friends to their annual Formal, the night of January  16, in the gym¬ 
nasium.    The gymnasium was hardly recognized as such, for the ceiling was 
transformed into arches of rainbow hue.    At one end of the floor was the rainbow 
itself with its mythical pot of gold.    During the evening punch was served and dainty 
refreshments were given at small decorated tables in the balcony. 
Hayden   Olds  was  the   chairman-at-large  of  the   party,  while  Grace   Kille   had 
charge of the decorating and Mary Freeman of the refreshments. 
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THE PENNY FAIR 
THE GYM transformed, a maze of vivid splashes of color and light, a carefree, 
happy throng crowding about gaily decked booths, a busy hum prevailing over 
all, and you have—the Penny Fair! Everybody is there and everybody spends. 
Vendors have no trouble in selling their wares, the fish pond draws many, gypsies are 
kept busy reading palms, basketball players and others enter a goal-shooting contest, 
and still others find pleasure in dancing. One may even take a trip around the world! 
Added attractions which call for more pennies are the style show and play "Uncle 
Dick's Mistake" given in the Auditorium. 
The Penny Fair is an annual and traditional event, given under the auspices of 
the Women's League.    It is the only source from which the League obtains funds. 
THE GIRLS' PROM 
GIRLS will be girls, but once a year a good many of them will be boys.    All 
girls look forward to the Annual Girls' Prom, when they can act naturally and 
forget their dignity.    The 1926 Prom was up to par and a wonderful time 
was enjoyed by all. 
SNOW PARTY 
A SSEMHLING beneath a veritable snow storm, the Glee Club welcomed its guests 
/""%     to its annual Snow Party which was held February 13.    A canopy of snow- 
flakes hung over the dancers, while at one end of the gym a northern scene, 
abounding in igloos, icebergs and the northern lights, was depicted. 
Dancing was enjoyed during the evening, the different dancings being represented 
on the Snow Man programs by musical symbols. The Grand March was led by Agnes 
Pilliod and Lester Bowers. 
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CHRISTMAS PARTY 
ONE or the most beautiful and impressive events of the year was the annual 
Christmas program, December 17. The first part of the program consisted of 
a series of tableaux depicting Christmas scenes, made more impressive by songs 
given by the members of the Music Department. The latter part of the program was 
held in the gymnasium where Christmas carols were sung around the huge tree. The 
kiddies were made happy by a visit from Santa Claus. Much credit is due Miss Nielson 
whose efforts made the party the success it was. 
THE WINDMILL WHIRL 
ON MARCH 6, Tulip Time in Holland was brought to the training school gun 
by the Five Sisters on the occasion of their second annual dance.   One entered 
upon the scenes through a typical  Dutch  blue windmill and was presented 
with program—favors of Dutch maidens.    A second similar windmill stood  in  the 
opposite corner of the  room and no one failed to visit it at some time during the 
evening, for punch was there served by our Holland friends. 
The orchestra was esconced within a garden of gaily colored tulips. Above all 
was a filmy canopy of blue. In an adjoining room made cozy with softly gleaming 
lights, refreshments were served at various intervals during the dance. 
SKOL 'SEMBLIE 
THE SECOND annual Skol dance was given Saturday evening, March 20, 1926, in 
the College G}rmnasium, which was prettily decorated in green and white.   The 
chaperons were: Dr. and Mrs. H. B. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Powell, 
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Reebs, and Miss Rea McCain. 
The unique programs were in the shape of shamrocks and contained the names of 
the memb.rs, alumni, and guests. At eleven o'clock with lowered lights the Skol song 
was sung by the members to the alumni to express the friendship which comes through 
close companionship. 
Refreshments and punch were served during the intermission. The small hats 
and parasols given as favors caused a great deal of merriment. 
-£<***=  r«£>S 
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HOME-COMING 
November 6th and 7th 
FRIDAY EVENING 
A it Id Lang Syne 8:15 
SATURDAY MORNING 
Get-Toge/her Meeting 9:30 
Class Reunions 10:30-11:30 
Luncheon 11:30-12:30 
Stunts, City Square 12:30-1:00 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON 
Hockey Game 1:00-1:45 
Football   Game   2:30 
Bluffton vs. B. G. S. N. C. 
At Homes 4:30 
Williams and Shatzel Halls 
SATURDAY  EVENING 
Reception in the Gymnasium--8:00 
Games in Rooms 102 and 103 Ad¬ 
ministration Building 
HOME-COMING was a great success in spite of the rain.   While the rain dampened 
many fine clothes, it did not dampen any of the Home-Coming spirit.    Every 
one was back for a good time and from all reports they had it. 
The 1925 Home-Coming was the fourth of its kind held by B. G. S. N. C, and 
it has now become an established custom of the college.    Every graduate and former 
student looks forward to the next one and plans are made for reunions a year ahead. 
The Win One Club Officers deserve a lot of credit for their efforts to please and 
to make the old graduates feel at home. 
Home-Coming fills one with a strange feeling of pride and of cheerfulness, it 
makes one want to boost B. G. S. N. C, and it uncovers the ties that bind the graduates 
and former students to their Alma Mater. 
May the Home-Coming spirit grow and spread and may we all enjoy many, 
many more of them in the future. 
;<2j>Tii 
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AIM OF COLLEGE ATHLETICS 
OWLINC GREEN is still a new college in the intercollegiate world. 
We are now in our fifth year of active participation in the three 
major sports: football, basketball and baseball. 
In building up an athletic system of which we can be proud, 
there are considerations of far more importance than strings of vic¬ 
tories.   Any activity, which receives the intense interest of the public 
and scholastic world that intercollegiate athletics receive, is also open 
to the careful inspection and minute criticism of all. 
In the matter of victories, there will be lean years and fruitful years; but in the 
matter of good sportsmanship, which is more essential and more lasting, all can be 
full years. One instance of unsportsmanlike conduct is harder to live down than sea¬ 
sons of defeat; and when a member of a Bowling Green team fails to act the gentle¬ 
man, the reflection is not on him alone, but on Bowling Green State College also. 
Display of sportsmanship is not confined alone to the players. The average player 
knows much better how to take defeat than does the average booster. The player is 
certain to reflect the attitude of those who cheer for him; for if those who cheer do 
not care, he does not care; if the team's followers are body and soul behind him, that 
is what he puts into the game, and if the rooters are poor losers, that is what he will be. 
To the men who wear the "B. G.", more than to any other group of Bowling 
Green fellows, belongs the honor and praise of establishing the reputation she now 
enjoys among her friends and foes. These men are well on their way toward building 
up a tradition which we must cherish and covet. If they play hard and clean, and win 
and lose like gentlemen, they are always champions in the significant sense, and that 
is what we wish them to be. 
—Coach Warren E. Steller. 
;r<sS>: i 
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A. B.C. 
OFFICERS 
Esther   March President 
Jean  Sherer Vice-President 
.Mary Lawrence Secretary-Treasurer 
Helen   Whipple Cheer  Leader 
THE A. B. C, or the Athletic Booster Club, was organized by the girls of the 
college to provide support for our athletics.    It has ever lived up to its purposes. 
The Club has a membership of three hundred peppy, wide-awake girls.    Num¬ 
bers of them will always be found whether rain or shine at the game cheering for 
their Alma Mater.   At the end of the football season the Club gave a banquet to the 
members of the squad and entertained at the annual Kick-Off Party. 
Before the end of the year the girls plan to give financial aid to some worthy 
cause among the college activities. 
i 
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VAUGHN GILL, President 
VARSITY B. G. 
No COLLEGE system of athletics can be complete until the men who represent that 
institution in whatever contests requiring skill in physical powers that it may 
enter, are joined in some organization into which only men of such ability are 
admitted. Consequently it becomes a club composed of young men who are strong of 
mind, body, and heart; men who, while fighting hard for their school, have learned 
the value of co-operation and fair play; men who have taken the bitter with the sweet, 
glory or defeat, sharing alike between themselves that which has been their lot. 
Of such nature is the Varsity B. G. at Bowling Green. Any man who has proved 
his worth by qualifying for a letter in either a major or minor sport, automatically 
becomes a member. At the present time there are men in the club, due to their accom¬ 
plishments in Football, Basketball, Baseball, Track, and Tennis. Some have won 
honors in one sport while others have been able to do the same in several different 
uniforms. 
It is indeed an organization of clear-minded, able-bodied men, who are willing to 
undergo hardships and limitations for the glory of their Alma Mater. 
it' 
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MEMBERS OF THE VARSITY B. G. 
President Vaughn   Gill 
Vice-President Hayden   Olds 
Secretary-Treasurer William   Ogden 
MEMBERS 
Homer Moscoe 
Harry Frankfather 
Ora Knecht 
Arthur Brand <" 
Wilbur Swartz 
Edward Fries 
Harry Crawford 
Franklin Skibbie 
Jay Bone 
Ralph Castner 
George Evans 
John Rudolph 
Dale Osborn 
Robert Younkin 
Claude Berry 
Wilbur Rider 
Floyd Junkins 
J. Wilford Gahn 
Walter Ostrander 
Kenneth Mollenkopf 
Carl Bachman 
John Meyers 
Robert Wyandt 
Earl Wittmer 
is^SSi 
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WARREN E. STELLER, Coach 
WARREN E. STELLER 
BOWLING GREEN COLLEGE was very fortunate in securing Warren E. Steller to 
pilot the Athletics of the Institution.    His record in high school and college be¬ 
speaks of his great achievements.    He was an all-star athlete and captain of two 
major sports at Oberlin and was awarded six letters in athletics. 
After graduation in 1920 he remained at Oberlin for one and one-half years as 
assistant coach. Later he accepted a similar position at Wesleyan Connecticut, where 
his teams played such teams as Columbia, Harvard and Yale. 
Last year Coach Steller came to Bowling Green, and the victories and records of 
his teams prove his ability as a coach and leader of young men. 
Coach Steller has instilled in his teams a wholesome spirit of clean play and 
sportsmanship, which has become characteristic of Bowling Green teams. 
Mr. Steller is now on a leave of absence, studying for his masters degree, but will 
return next fall to resume his duties as Professor of Physical Education. 
&  5 
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PAUL E. LANDIS, Assistant Coach 
PAUL E. LANDIS 
COACH LANDIS is another product of Oberlin College and because of his fine 
record and ability, and that of Coach Steller's, Bowling Green has a great 
feeling of respect for Oberlin. 
Landis was graduated from Lincoln High, Cleveland, after a brilliant athletic 
career in that institution. 
Mr. Landis entered Oberlin in the fall of 1919 and was elected captain of the 
Freshman football squad, and the following three years, he was a member of the varsity 
squad. He starred on the varsity basketball and baseball teams, upon each of which he 
played regularly for three years. Mr. Landis was also a member of the varsity Tennis 
team. 
After graduation he coached in the Wood row Wilson High School, Portsmouth, 
Virginia. His grid teams won the State championship twice. His basketball team 
were also the State champions for one year. 
Landis has already proven his worth to Bowling Green, and has won a host of 
friends and the respect of his teams. 
S Kgp-a    F<9: 
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ATHLETIC CAPTAINS AND MANAGERS 
FOOTBALL CAPTAIN :   HARRY CRAWFORD. ' 
Harry made a perfect captain on the gridiron, his consistent playing was an 
inspiration to the men, his old "Let's get 'em, gang" was like a bugle call to arms. 
Harry has another year with the Orange and big things are expected from him. 
BASKETBALL CAPTAIN:   ARTHUR BRAND. 
Bud was always ready to deliver the goods. He never gave up once. When 
things seemed to be going hardest, old Bud would drop a pretty ringer or by some 
classy passing or guarding change the whole course of events. Brand also has 
another year and we know that he will give his all for the old school. 
BASEBALL CAPTAIN:   JOHN RUDOLPH. 
John is a pitcher and from this position led his teammates last season. Not 
only was John's pitching an example to the team, but his hitting was above the 
average, and he usually came through with a hit in time of need. 
TRACK CAPTAIN : WILLIAM OGDEN. 
Bill was a dandy example for his team, there was no other who trained as 
persistently as he. In the Findlay Meet Bill came through with several firsts 
and his long distance running was a pleasure to see. Bill also acted as student 
basketball manager this season and gave his all to the team. 
FOOTBALL MANAGER:   JAY BONE. 
Jay acted as student manager again this year and his experience was a great 
aid to the team. Jay was always willing to do more than his share and many 
times acted as trainer as well. 
BASEBALL MANAGER:   GEORGE WILSON. 
George seemed to have more than his share of work to do, but he gladly con¬ 
sented to help out in baseball. Besides managing the team, Wilson gets in and 
plays with the boys, and his spirit of loyalty seems to prevail in the whole team. 
We wish you success in the coming season, George. 
r«sS>: 
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FOOTBALL 
CAPTAIN CRAWFORD 
Harry, with his indomitable fighting 
spirit, was a worthy leader for our cham¬ 
pionship football team this season. He is 
a clean lad with lots of pep and his play¬ 
ing was a fitting example for his team to 
follow. Crawford still has one more 
year on the gridiron for the orange and 
brown and he should be one of the main¬ 
stays of the team. 
CAPT.-ELECT GILL—"HALF-PINT" 
Playing his second year for B. G., Gill 
was one of the best backs in the confer¬ 
ence. A good, broken-field runner and 
line-plunger and a fair passer and kicker 
made him a threat man for any team. 
We expect much of him in  1926. 
OSTRANDER—"RED" 
After fighting an uphill battle against 
injuries and other setbacks all through 
his college career, "Red" finally came 
through and won his B. G. Handi¬ 
capped by a lack of weight, which is a 
great asset to a football player, he made 
up for this in fight and nerve. Many end 
runs were nipped before they got started 
by the fleet-footed boy from Bradner. 
We ivill miss him. 
MOLLENKOPF—"JACK" 
The first year "Jack" was here, he didn't 
seem to take the game seriously, but this 
year he came out with lots of pep and 
fight and made an end position. "Jack" 
ivas quick to see where plays were going 
and he spilled many of them. He was 
also a good man at getting his man out of 
the way on end runs. "Jack" played 
his last game this year. 
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OLDS—"HAYD" 
// was a hard proposition for the coaches 
to find a man to fill Younkin s shoes at 
center, but they found one, ivho came 
nearest to that standard, in Olds. "Hayd" 
was a new man at center but nevertheless 
he quickly developed into a good offensive 
man and later found himself as a defen¬ 
sive man of rare ability. "Hayd" should 
be a whale of a man at center next season. 
GAHN—"WILL" 
"Will" came here from Western State 
Normal, Kalamazoo, Mich., to finish his 
Industrial Arts course. He soon con¬ 
vinced the coaches that he was a half¬ 
back of reed calibre. "Will" is a good 
plunger and was always good for a yard 
through the line. He was injured early 
in the season or we undoubtedly would 
have heard more of him. 
CASTNER—"ZIBE" 
"Zibe's" playing at tackle leaves little 
to be desired by any coach. He is large 
and shifty for his size and when he hits 
a man he usually goes down. "Zibe" 
played his fourth year this season and 
leaves a large gap. Let's hope we find 
more "Zibe's" next year. 
SWARTZ—-"GERMANY" 
Here is a man who came here as a fresh¬ 
man with practically no knowledge of 
football. By the process of experimental 
learning "Germany" burst forth this year 
as one of the best linemen B. G. ever had. 
It was no uncommon thing to see "Ger¬ 
many" lead the field on punts and get the 
man with the ball. His sportsmanship 
was also mentioned several times this sea¬ 
son. "Germany" leaves us this year and 
goes with a clean record. 
I. 
:<2z>Tt i 
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FRIES—"EDDIE" 
Fries played his second year of quarter¬ 
back for B. G. and kept his reputation as 
a field-general. "Eddie" knows football 
and possesses the ability to call the right 
plays at the right time. An injury to 
"Eddie's" hand caused him to be kept 
out of some games but he played nobly 
while he was in there. "Eddie" was a 
good passer and was largely responsible 
for many of the passes completed. 
KNECHT—"POSTY" 
"Posty" at  right  guard was largely  re¬ 
sponsible for many of the gains made by 
1
 our backs  through   his  side  of the line. 
His aggressiveness was surprising for a 
man of his size and he often threw run¬ 
ners for losses. Don't forget the Ash¬ 
land game when "Posty" scooped up a 
fumble and turned it into a touchdown. 
He has two more seasons with us. 
EVANS—GEORGE 
A big six-footer came from Bloomdale 
a year ago and won some notice as a 
lineman. This year he took his tackle 
position and held it. George is fast and 
shifty, and uses his long arms and height 
to good advantage in pulling runners 
down. George is just a Sophomore, so we 
are glad that he will be with us two 
more years. 
-ir<s9: 
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FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 1925 
OCTOBER 3 
Bowling Green 0; Otterbein 0 
OCTOBER 10 
Bowling Green 0; Ypsilanti 14 
OCTOBER 16 
Bowling Green 0; Capital 0 
OCTOBER 24 
Bowling Green 0; Findlay 0 
OCTOBER 31 
Bowling Green 2; Defiance 0 
NOVEMBER 7 
Bowling Green  6;  Bluffton 0 
NOVEMBER 20 
Bowling Green 26; Ashland 14 
THE 1925 season was a strange sea¬ 
son. It can best be described by 
Rain, Mud, and more Rain. The 
heavy fields, resulting from the bad 
weather, account for the low scores. 
The Orange was greatly handicapped, 
and the speedy team was at a disadvan¬ 
tage all season. 
With the veterans of last year and 
with Captain Gill at the helm we expect 
a brilliant season for 1926. 
       & 
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BASKETBALL REVIEW 
URING the basketball season which has just closed, students and local 
fans have watched play, the best team that ever represented the 
Orange. At the same time it was probably as good a team as ever 
represented the conference to which our college belongs, inasmuch 
as it was one of the very few that ever went thru its conference 
schedule undefeated. 
In summing up the entire season we find certain things which 
stand out above others. 
1. Bee Gee took a step nearer to the Ohio Conference standards, inasmuch as 
no Freshmen played in a scheduled Varsity game, a thing not allowed in Ohio Con¬ 
ference schools. 
2. Bee Gee met and defeated two leading Ohio Conference schools by good 
scores. The Bears of Ohio Northern fell hard early in the season 38-12, while Oberlin 
was met in mid-season form and likewise went the way of the Bears 29-16. Northern 
had been beaten by the locals in a major sport on previous occasions but Oberlin had 
never before been played except in tennis. This win helped to advertise the Orange 
and Brown. 
3. Four of the finest athletes that ever fought for their Alma Mater are to be 
lost, namely; Bachman, Skibbie, Moscoe, all graduating seniors, and Eddie Fries who 
leaves with two years of college training. 
4. This is an encouragement for those left and those to come. We hope and are 
reasonably sure that we can say good-bye to the gym that has served its purpose, giving 
way to one far bigger and better. 
5. This made the second consecutive championship for the locals during the 
school year 1925-1926. 
6. Of the thirteen games played during the season Bee Gee had ten victories to 
her credit, losing only three games. This record is one of which the college may well 
be proud. 
B. G. Opponents 
35 Ohio Northern 12 
42 Adrian 16 
52 Findlav 13 
38 Bluffton 18 
25 Defiance 24 
33 Defiance 30 
6 Bluffton 26 
29 Oberlin   16 
40 Urbana  42 " 
28 Bliss 55 - 
6 Urbana  38" 
35 Findlav   16 
47 Kent Normal 23 
College record—10 wins—3 defeats. 
niggj 
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BASKETBALL 
CAPTAIN  BRAND 
"Big Bud" hails from the nearby town 
of Haskins, where he got his start on the 
road to stardom via the basketball route. 
"Bud" plays a guard position which is 
hard to surpass, since the opponents sel¬ 
dom evade him and register a ringer. 
His stellar work earned for him the 
unanimous choice of the committee for all 
conference guard. 
MARKLE—-"CODY" 
Another "find" loomed up this year and 
it was no other than "Cody." We all 
remember his playing ivhen put in the 
Bluffton game. He is a good shot and 
a fast man on the floor. He should be¬ 
come a regular next year. 
OLDS—"HAYD" CAPT.-ELECT 
"Hayd," a Bowling Green High School 
product, played his third year of varsity 
basketball. He was the all-conference 
choice for center and won this honor by 
hard play and skill. As a defensive 
player he was above the average, while 
offensh'ely he uould fit into any good 
passing combination. "Hayd" also pos¬ 
sesses a good basket eye and looped many 
during the season. We expect great 
things of him as leader next year. 
FRIES—"EDDIE" 
Playing at guard this season "Eddie" 
showed the fans that he was a real guard 
and a fighter. It was mighty hard for 
an opposing player to get by him and very 
few did. "Eddie's" playing is nothing 
brilliant but just the sure fighting kind 
that helps win games. He would fill a 
big gap next year if he were here. 
:<2J>T(- 
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MOSCOE—"SHAG" 
After four years of brilliant work on 
the court "Shag" leaves us, but we will 
remember him. Though handicapped by 
injuries for most of the season "Shag" 
finally came into his own and once more 
was playing with his old fight. He is a 
left-hander and uses that side of his make¬ 
up to the best advantage. We hope to 
hear more of him as a coach and a teacher. 
BACHMAN—"MUNS" 
"Muns" is known all over northwestern 
Ohio as a basketball player of no mean 
repute. Possessing a remarkably good 
eye for the basket he was usually high 
score man and the downfall of our op¬ 
ponents. "Muns" works well as a passer 
and utilizes his height to good advantage. 
He is undoubtedly one of the very best 
basketball players the conference has ever 
turned out. 
SKIBBIE—-"Gus" 
"Gus" completed his basketball this last 
season after four glorious years in star¬ 
dom as a forward and as a guard for the 
Orange and Brown. He is fast and an 
accurate shot as well as a good dribbler 
and one of the best guards in this section. 
"Gus" is no crabber and plays the game 
clean as it should be played. One good 
all-round athlete leaves B. G. for what 
we hope will be a successful career. 
GILL—"HALF PINT" 
Gill got his chance this year at guard. 
Although he never played regularly, his 
substitution often served to revive the 
fight of the team. "Half-Pint" should be 
a valuable man next year. 
\ 
-K*®'. 
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BASKETBALL SQUAD 1925-26 
Back Row. Ogden, Manager; Price, Marble, Crawford, Gill, Coach Landis. 
Front Row. Fries, Olds, Captain Brand, Bachman, Moscoe, Skibbie. 
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL 
RE Bowling Green College fellows basketball players? This question 
was answered for the second time in the history of the school on 
Ground Hog day, when in response to Coach Landis' call all men 
not on varsity or freshman squads were invited to a mass meeting. 
The purpose of this meeting was to form teams for an intramural 
league. Last year the same plan created a lot of fun and interest 
about the school and so far this year all looks fine for another siege 
of intramural basketball. 
Certain men were chosen by the Coach to act as Captains. These Captains at the 
meeting chose seven other players besides themselves: thus teams were formed. These 
groups then proceeded to label themselves by some supposedly appropriate basketball 
vernacular. Whether the team will live up to these advertisements of their respective 
abilities remains to be seen. 
Each team is to play each of the other teams twice and the ranking will be kept 
so in case of a tie for the championship a special struggle can be arranged for. 
The following teams have been formed so far: 
Captain 
Swartz—Hashslingers 
Frankfather—Cubs 
Beyerman—5 Basketeers 
Ogden—Floorhorsemen 
Captain 
Bone—Bootleggers 
Evans—Stellarites 
Hawkins—Zippers 
Byron Stearns—Galloping Gobs 
Page one hundred forty-four 
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BASEBALL REVIEW—1925 
OWLINC, GREEN STATE COLLEGE'S baseball nine was not to be reck¬ 
oned lightly last spring (1925). Under the guidance of Coach 
Steller, they soon developed into a team capable of playing any 
team around and giving them a real battle. The calibre of the 
team is clearly shown when we look at their record of eight victories 
and two defeats. They defeated Toledo twice, Bluffton once, De¬ 
fiance once, Findlay twice, Ohio Northern once, and Adrian once. 
They were defeated one game each by Defiance and Ohio Northern. This record is 
an enviable one especially as all the teams played were high class college nines that held 
victories over some of the best colleges in the middle west. We are proud of our last 
year's team and hope that this year's will do as well. 
SCHEDULE 1925 
B. G. Opponents 
3 Ohio Northern 5 
12 Findlay   11 
3 Ohio Northern 0 
8 Bluffton 5 
12 Defiance   6 
0 Defiance   3 
12 Adrian 7 
0 Findlay   8 
11 Toledo U. 2 
iQrx iK^S): i 
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1925 BASEBALL SQUAD 
BASEBALL 1926 
WITH eight lettermen out, including a veteran battery, the prospects are bright. 
A couple of new battery candidates look especially good. 
Coach will spend three days a week with the team and when not with 
them will have assistants work them out. 
Schedule includes regular conference schools, Oberlin, Ohio  Northern, Capital, 
possibly Ashland and Dayton. 
BASEBALL SCHEDULE 1926 
April  24—Findlay. 
April 27—Ohio Northern. 
April  28—At Oberlin. 
April  30—At Toledo. 
May 4—At Ashland (tentative). 
May 8—Defiance. 
May  12—At Ohio Northern. 
May 15—Bluffton. 
May 19—At Findlay. 
May 22—Toledo. 
May 26—At Dayton  (tentative). 
May 29—At Defiance. 
June   1—Capital. 
--K<£>\ 
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TRACK 
HILE track is classed as a minor sport, interest in track at B. G. N. 
C. is not a minor thing. With the development of the institution 
and with the increased enrollment, track activities have also de¬ 
veloped and increased. 
Bowling Green participated in two track meets last year and 
came out of the fray victors in the Findlay meet and third in the 
Conference meet at Bluffton. 
Captain  Ogden,   H.  Crawford,  G.  Crawford,  Junkins,  Swartz,  Brand,  Frank- 
father, Dunipace, Davidson, Roth, Skibbie, Nelson, and Rudolph, composed the 1925 
team. 
In the Findlay meet. B. G. captured seven firsts, seven seconds, and seven third 
places.    In the Bluffton meet we improved greatly upon our last year's record. 
With such a fine record and with the veterans of  1925, and the arrav of new 
material, the prospects for 1926 are very bright. 
TRACK SCHEDULE 
May  1—Ohio Northern. 
May 8—Defiance. 
May  15—Bluffton. 
May 21—Findlay. 
June 8—Conference meet 
at Bluffton. 
K<2J*»- 
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TRACK SQUAD 1926 
TRACK—1926 
//—"t*^ Coach, Paul E. landis 
(3* b &O Captain , William Ogden 
o'&iZIIEtJ 
SQUAD 
G. Evans E. Shroyer 
E. Rider H. Measell \y 
W. Rider C. Clark 
W. Swartz ^ * H. Frankfather 
H. Bobb *- J. Rudolph 
R. Everhart ^ A. Brand ^ 
W. Schmunk ^ C. Bachman ^ 
H. Wilman ^ F. Junkins */   , 
W. Ostrander'' D. McDaniels \y 
P. Woodring Rozelle 
•^Brenton Simmons ^ 
W. Condit Haltmen S 
=r«9 
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TENNIS TEAM 1925 
TENNIS 1925 
INETEEN TWENTY-FIVE was a banner year for Bowling Green in 
Tennis. The tennis team won thirteen contests, including victories 
over Coach Steller's Alma Mater, Oberlin, Heidelberg, and Ohio 
Northern, each twice. The quartette won seventy matches and lost 
seven during the year. Seven "whitewashes" were scored to the 
players' credit during the season. This is the highest record ever 
attained here.    A major sport letter was awarded to the members of the team. 
Bowling Green not only won the Little Ohio Conference title but claim the non- 
conference title for Ohio as a result of these unusual victories. The members of the 
1925 team were Edward Fries. Clement Premo, Graham Place, and Robert Place. 
Edward Fries, Hayden Olds, and Carl Bachman are the only veterans back this 
year, but with them serving as a nucleus, we feel confident for the future. 
TENNIS SCHEDULE FOR 1926 
April  23 Heidelberg 
April 4 Findlay 
May  1 At   Defiance 
May  4 At   Heidelberg 
May   19 At  Findlav 
May 21 At Ohio Northern 
May 2 Bluffton 
May 26 At   Dayton 
May 9 Defiance 
June 5 At   Bluffton 
-rlS): 
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Miss CAROLYN SHAW MISS MYRA STEPHAM 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT FOR 
WOMEN 
[IHE Physical Education Department for Women has a varied pro¬ 
gram. Following the activities of a typical day requires mental as 
well as physical agility. A winter dawn may find a group learning 
how to conduct recess games for second graders, while the sun sets 
at dusk upon a thrilling interclass basketball game. The interim has 
been filled with a variety of things—testing the eyesight of 4th 
graders, a college folk dancing class, taking the height and weight 
of 3rd graders, a class learning to sprint, hurdle and high jump, indoor baseball for 
the 5th grade, some physical examinations, outdoor soccer for the 6th grade, a college 
class in marching and gymnastics, a group taking individual corrective exercises for 
faulty posture, and a beginners' group in basketball. 
Again the program changes with the seasons. Fall finds some 400 college women 
playing hockey and all the Sophomores learning soccer. In Winter it is marching and 
gymnastics, group games, folk dancing and basket ball. In the Spring there is tennis 
and baseball and track, which includes running, hurdling, jumping, javelin and 
discus throwing. 
The college trains no varsity teams for women, but attempts to follow the high 
standard of Athletics for All, by developing sports in all the regular physical education 
classes and by encouraging intramural competition and class teams. 
A Women's Athletic Association is being formed, with a point system, whereby 
members may work for the coveted letters B. G. Points may be won by maintaining 
"A" Posture, observing the rules of healthy living, hiking, tennis and by winning dis¬ 
tinction in any or all athletic sports. 
iK-<VSS] 
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TENNIS GROUP 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASS 
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WOMEN'S ATHLETICS 
HOCKEY 
THIS is the second season of Field Hockey at Bowling Green College.   The sport 
was developed in the fall by coaching the game in all the physical education 
classes.    But the full enjoyment of the sport was handicapped by lack of play¬ 
ing space.    Freshman and Sophomore teams were selected from all the squads and 
played a match game on November 11.    Much enthusiasm was demonstrated both by 
the players and spectators.   The final score was Freshmen 2, Sophomores 1. 
BASKETBALL 
ALTHOUGH participation in basketball is optional, a large number of girls turn 
r^L out for this sport each year. They are divided into teams and play off a series 
of games. Near the close of the season, the class teams are selected. Amid 
much enthusiasm the Freshmen and Sophomores clash. This year as a fitting close to 
the gymnastic demonstration, the annual tilt took place. The Freshmen emerged vic¬ 
torious. There is also a Junior-Senior team which does not participate in the final 
tournament. 
"      TENNIS 
BECAUSE of lack of playing space, tennis was greatly handicapped last year.   With 
the addition of six new tennis courts, there will be ample room for the develop¬ 
ment of tennis.   Last year a ladder system was used but the tournament could 
not be completed because of continued rain. 
BASEBALL 
THIS sport has been well known for several years but gains enthusiasm each suc¬ 
ceeding year.   This game is developed in the early spring in the physical educa¬ 
tion  classes  in  preparation  for the  final  inter-class  game.     Last  spring  the 
Freshman-Sophomore game was played on Girls' Field Day which resulted in a 23-11 
score in favor of the Sophs. 
A PROPOSED W. A. A. 
A MOVEMENT is being fostered to form a Women's Athletic Association by the 
Physical Education Department under the direction of Miss Stephan and 
Miss Shaw. A constitution is being drawn up which will be completed before 
the end of the school year. A point system is to be used, by which the members may 
work for a College letter in various activities such as observation of the rules of 
healthful living, hiking, and by winning distinction in any or all athletic sports, tennis, 
hockey, basketball, baseball, etc. The formation of this Association will boost Women's 
Athletics and create an interest worthy of our College. 
I J 
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i SOPHOMORE HOCKEY SQUAD 1925 
Back  row—Left to  right—Coy, Herman, Kerst, Bowersox, Shively, Loesch. 
Front row—Left to right—Hoffman, Pauly, Wisely, Gray. 
The Freshman team members were: Merle Frank, 
Kathryn Croy, Gladys Denny, Loretta Blackburn, Martha 
Carr, Nell Goforth, Gertrude King, Margaret Bever¬ 
stock, Dorothy Beckman, Margaret Nigh, Luella Jolley. 
The Freshman-Sophomore game was won by the 
Freshmen 2-1. 
4 
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FRESHMAN CLASS BASKETBALL TEAM 
Forwards Centers Guards 
D. BECKMAN K. CROY M. HEFFELFINGER 
FRESHMAN SECOND TEAM 
E. BLAIN R. MOORE 
D. MAY SMITH A. CLARK 
C. PATINGALE 
E. BEATTY 
Miss Stephan coached the Freshman squad for the interclass game.    The Freshmen 
were victorious. 
KO*: <r<&'A 
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SOPHOMORE CLASS BASKETBALL TEAM 
Forwards Centers Guards 
L. BROWN M. KERST R. LOESCH 
A. BRICKER P. Gray A. HELLWIG 
Substitutes were P. Stannard, E. Hathaway, M. Montgomery. 
Miss Shaw was the Sophomore coach for the inter-class game. 
'The Junior-Senior team was composed of J. Sherer, E.  March, M. Chapman, 
H. Whipple, and E. Landis. 
iZQpr*. ^«S>« 
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DEMONSTRATION OF GYM WORK 
iss Carolyn Shaw, head of the Physical Education Department of 
Women, arranged another of the annual gymnasium demonstrations 
which took place at the college gymnasium Thursday night, March 
25. 
The program for the evening's entertainment was for the pur¬ 
pose of showing what is being taught in the classes. 
The program: 
Entrance March—All classes. 
Marching and Gymnastics—Sophomores. 
Folk Dancing—Freshmen. 
Swedish Clap Dance; Dutch Dance; Little Gossips—Luella Kintigh and Alice 
Brown. 
Games—Freshmen. 
Bronco Tag; Cage Ball Relay. 
Folk Dancing—Sophomores. 
Ritka; Furlana—A Venetian National Dance. 
Squad Work—Freshmen. 
Hurdle Practice; Scissors Jump; Tumbling—Forward Roll, Eskimo Roll, Skin 
the Snake, Diving; Basketball Shooting with 15-second time limit. 
Folk Dancing—Freshmen. 
Crested Hen—Danish ; Ribbon Dance—an English Country Dance. 
Game—Kick Dodge Ball—Freshmen. 
Folk Dancing—Sophomores. 
Cola Serbianka—Serbian; Dancing on the Green; May Pole Dance. 
Games—Freshmen. 
Bombardment—Sophomores. 
Obstacle Race. 
Folk Dance—Freshmen. 
Polish Mazurka. 
Basketball Game—Freshman Class Team vs. Sophomore Class Team. 
Page one hundred fifty-eight 
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"For I looked into the future. 
Far as human eye could see. 
Saw the glory of the world 
And all the wonder that would be." 
"Locksley Hall"—Tennyson. 
ALUMNI 
HE GREATNESS of Bowling Green College lies not so much in its past 
as in its future and so it is with the Alumni Association that still 
wants for much strength because of its infancy. 
When the progressive citizens of  Bowling Green  worked so 
hard to win the "State Normal School," as they termed it in 1910, 
they never dreamed that a college of the strength and size of the 
present institution would become the present reality.    Even the first 
Board of Trustees had a great vision but hardly thought that all would come to pass 
as soon as it has.    They realized the most essential element in the ultimate success of 
an institution and thought carefully before they selected the head of the college. 
Many candidates submitted applications. Schoolmen from all sections eagerly 
sought the position, but the Board did not stop at the applications and investigated 
records of other administrators. 
Dr. Homer B. Williams, who for many years had been most successful as Super¬ 
intendent of Schools in Sandusky, Ohio, was invited to accept the Presidency of Bowl¬ 
ing Green College and on February 16, 1912, the formalities were completed and Dr. 
Williams took up the reins of a college which had not yet opened its classes. 
While buildings were being constructed classes were opened in the Armory up 
town and for one year seventy-five students took work in the college. Saturday classes 
and Toledo classes were held also. 
The next year the Administration building was used for the first time and since 
then the growth has been rapid. The World War retarded the advancement for a 
few years but since that time the college has prospered. 
The Alumni Association has been a dormant organization collectively. Individual 
members of the Association have been actively engaged in boosting their Alma Mater 
everywhere they go. It has been largely through the splendid work of many of 
these true college graduates that Bowling Green's growth has been so rapid in the 
last five years. 
That growth in enrollment, which has been better than one hundred and fifty per 
year, will now continue to be steady for several more years and the time is not far 
distant when the student body will number close to one and a half thousands of young 
people, all studying to increase the knowledge of the country. 
I. 
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There is an undercurrent of feeling surging back and forth within this Alumni 
Association that is urging action, demanding more organized effort on the part of the 
Association and calling for some better way of placing the potential energy behind the 
college. 
It was for the purpose of centralizing power and enabling the officers of the Asso¬ 
ciation to finance its program for the year, that dues of one dollar per year were passed 
by the graduate members of the college. 
The time is ripe for the actual life of the Alumni to come into its own and work 
for the good of the college. There are many matters which, if properly organized and 
managed, would do infinite good for the Alma Mater which the Association ought to 
back collectively as well as individually. 
During the past year President Ralph Schaller, '22, has been working to plan out 
a program of procedure for the Association. Much depends upon the support received 
from the Alumni. 
The other officers for the past year are as follows: 
Esther Russell, Vice-Pres., Port Clinton ; Ivan E. Lake, Secy.-Treas., Bowling 
Green; Executive Committee: Mrs. Boyd Case, Bowling Green; Claitus Stough, 
Weston; Nadine Clevenger, Bowling Green. 
t 
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The editor, being a modest specimen, wants no credit for the following pages.   It is a 
conglomeration resulting from the pens of many hands.    It is not possible to locate the 
responsible contributors, for they have long since "traveled abroad."    These pages are 
merely "inside dope" on Bee Gee college life. 
INSIDE DOPE 
Harry F.:    "They say that people who live together grow to look alike." 
Helen W.:   "Then you absolutely must consider my refusal as final." 
He:    "Look, our captain is going to kick the goal!" 
She:   "What did the goal do?" 
Dr. Kohl:    "What is the contribution of the Middle Ages to Modern Colleee 
life?" 
Marie Dock:    "Chaperons." 
Seeing a B. G. college track man training for the track meet, an old lady ex¬ 
claimed : "O, the poor fellow! Some mean thief has stolen his clothes and he's chasing 
him." 
J. Ladd  (debating) :   "So far, ladies and gentlemen, we have been dealing with 
naked facts; now we will bring them to their close." 
Katy G.:   "The meat here tastes like sawdust." 
Olive B.:  "Yes, we have fine board here." 
Mr. Moseley (In Botany class) :   "Remember, it is better to kill one fly in April 
than a thousand in August.    Now when is the best time to swat a fly?" 
May Leontine M.:    "When it sits down." 
Always put off tonite what you are going to put on in the morning. 
-K^9: j 
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Rozelle:    "Tell me honestly, is there any chance of you marrying me?" 
Dorothv B.:   "Well, there's never been any insanity in our family so far." 
Let us all rise now, and sing our latest song hit:   "Mister Judge, please forget 
your grammar, and leave the period off my sentence." 
Betsy B. Brown:   "Say, do you know why they call me Betsy Belle?" 
Eileen H.:    "No, why?" 
Betsy Belle:    "Well, because that's my name." 
Louise L.:   "What do they call flappers that ride on street cars: 
Marian Van Doren:   "I don't know, what?" 
Louise:    "Passengers." 
Grace K.:    "When is bread meat?" 
Marjorie C.:   "I'll bite." 
Grace:   "When it's bakin." 
"Oh, shucks," said the bedbug as he crawled in the mattress of corn husks. 
1st 5 Bros. Pledge:    "How did you like initiation?" 
2nd:  "It gave me a concentrated pain." 
"Gal, dju git them flowers I sent you?" 
"I didn't get nuthin' else." 
"Dju wear em?" 
"I didn't wear nuthin' else." 
"Then what dju pin 'em to?" 
Frosh:    "Want to see a fire?" 
Soph:    "Sure." 
Frosh:   "Go to hell." 
Doc. Lake:    "Dearest, will you marry me?" 
Mildred W.:    "I can't marry you, but I shall always respect your good taste.' 
"What is the difference between a modern and an old-fashioned kiss ?' 
"About five minutes." 
Jimmy M.:    "Kissing is the language of love." 
Sadie B. C.:    "Then why don't you say something?" 
Frosh:   "Do you know why the Freshmen are always so happy?" 
Soph:    "No, but they say that ignorance is bliss." 
glass. 
"I'm cutting quite a figure," remarked the chorus girl as she fell on the broken 
iir«£>: I 
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MEMORIES OF THE CLASS OF '26 
Monday, Sept. 16, 1922 
Class Organization 
Freshman Day 1922 
First Annual Home-Coming 
The Freshman Party 
June 1923 
Second Annual  Home-Coming 
The Ashland game 11-7 
The first "Key" 
The "Piper" 
The Junior-Senior Formal 
Junior Float, 3rd Annual Home-Coming 
(The Red Roses) 
Smallpox scare 1924. 
Sept. 14, 1925, when we entered as dignified Seniors!!!! 
Home-Coming, rain, rain, and some more rain. 
Practice Teaching, can we ever forget it? 
Holt's note books 
History term papers 
The Benches and our course in Hallology 
The old storm doors 
Memorizing birds, weeds, etc., for Zoology 
The Bulletin Board and (Behind it) 
"We'll have to have it quiet at that back table" 
Senior dinner 
Filing applications for graduation 
Applying for positions 
Last spring vacation 
Thursday, June 10, 1926. 
HQr*. ^tS>K 
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THE PIPER 
Remember the Piper?    A   Tragedy then, but with  lime, comedy. 
COLLEGE MUSEUM 
Remember memorizing specimens for Zo. and Nature Study* 
Or*; :v<lS>ii 
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VANQUISHING THE MIGHTY 
/ met a blustering bully once 
And quickly called his bluff; 
In just a moment I'll announce 
Just hoiv I did my stuff. 
I had the edge on him at start. 
For he had twice my frame; 
Fled then present a bigger mark, 
I'd have a better aim. 
And furthermore I nil! announce 
The one thing that I knew, 
When I should get him off his balance 
If hat Newton's laic would do. 
I struck my nose against his fist, 
I know it hurt him much; 
It really must have sprained his wrist: 
For, yes, my force was such. 
If e both were in the best of trim 
And both ivcre mighty spry. 
I icalked right up in front of him 
A nd looked him in the—fist. 
Said to myself at every blow, 
" 1 can't see how he'll last." 
It hurt my troubled conscience so, 
f did not care to laugh. 
If e struggled hard and furiously, 
His tactics were corrupt. 
I pulled him down on top of me 
And would not let him up. 
Between his teeth I wedged my ear 
A nd held on till the last. 
Said I, "You can not go from here 
For I have got you fast." 
'Twas in the middle of the day, 
The stars were shining bright. 
The Lord, to guard my savagery, 
Changed day to darkest night. 
It was so dark I could not see, 
Pard must have been a mess; 
To keep from doing first degree 
I had to run my best. 
—Wayne Cornell, '26. 
J 
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LIBRARY FORM TO GET A BOOK 
Name of applicant 
Age 
Weight 
Height 
Color of hair and eyes 
Nationality 
Married?    No. of children 
Name of Paternal Grandparents 
Name of Maternal Grandparents 
Have you had the whooping cough? 
Is your family reputation above board? 
By this time the book is out. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF— 
Peanuts March lost her pep. 
Thelma Richie wouldn't smile. 
Posty Kneckt would appear in Everett 
Doty's clothes. 
They would move the benches from 
the halls. 
Dorothy  Hearn  failed  to see  Harry 
Crawford after each class. 
The Hall gang went on a strike. 
The  Seniors didn't show the faculty 
its place. 
Mr. Kimmel would dismiss his classes 
on time. 
Miss Baird were six feet four. 
Margaret Bulger eloped. 
Theodora didn't see Bill on Sunday. 
Dr. Barringer hadn't taught at Terre 
Haute. 
The band failed to play at a game. 
Prexy missed a game. 
Mrs. Raney failed to give any G. W's. 
There weren't any college romances. 
Everybody attended chapel at one 
time. 
There weren't any Santa Claus. 
Tarzen Meyers took up aesthetic danc¬ 
ing. 
Someone whispered in the library and 
didn't get caught. 
If we sang something besides "Num¬ 
ber Nine" in chapel. 
While boating on the bay one night, 
I saw the ocean's arm 
Steal gently round a neck of land 
To keep its shoulder warm. 
This made me jealous as could be, 
It really made me sore; 
And so I paddled toward the land 
And closely hugged the shore. 
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D 0 A       0 
Danger Behind 
Mi He <& hke 
Death  Where is 
Thy   sting 
AN  Aboard 
My- Cow £vans' Goat 
m 
Two   V/ews  of an American" 
Scolchman 
=ir<iS i 
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THE SENIORS AS SOPHOMORES 
Pa:  "How many times have I told you to stop using lip stick on your lips?" 
"Kootch" Powell:  "Don't be absurd, paw, where else could I put it?" 
Breathless Passenger:   "Is th:s my train?" 
Conductor:    "I don't think so; the company's name is on it." 
B. P.:    "I'm in a hurry; I'm going to take it anyway." 
Con.:    "Better watch out; several trains have been missed lately." 
"My friend died of a terrible mistake; he thought Kate was Ethel." 
"My friend did the same thing—he thought Methyl was Ethyl." 
Speaking of kissing, it's just like opening a pack of Camels; after you get the 
first one the rest come easy. 
The Wise Bird says: 
A miss is as good as her smile. 
A stitch in time saves embarrassment. 
A thing of beauty goes into the movies. 
Uneasy lies the head with a permanent wave. 
Helen Red:    "They tell me you love music." 
He:    "Oh, that's all right, keep right on singing.' 
Chet. Fast:    "I've been used to having people treat me like a gentleman." 
Posty K.:    "Did they ever discover their mistake?" 
-r&X 
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GEMS BY AN OBSCURE GENIUS 
Extracts from a Freshman's Diary and Letters Home 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Sept. 13, 1925 
Dear Ma: 
I got here all-right tonite. but I havn't had no time to look the place over yit. 
My! Their is sure some bunch at this intitushum. I don't reckon I will find time 
to get blue.   Write soon 
Your loving daughter 
Lize 
SEPT. 13 
I always said I'd keep a diry sometime and now I guess I will. Hear goes, I 
sawed the dene the first thing, and when she give me the once over I was scared a 
banna pink. I gess I got to be awful good here, becuz she got a mean eye. She says 
I hang out at Satchel Hall, so over there I goes. Funny, But the Hall is a big build¬ 
ing, but then the Maytrun showed me my room. I thunk her best I knowed how and 
I didn't ferget my bringin up neither. 
SEPT. 14 
I'm so blame tired, Diry, I could croke.    I reckon I stood in line for hours trying 
to register today.   I'm goin to take mathemetics (that's Arithmetic) and Zology (that's 
all about bugs and things) and French and english.    I don't want to take english, but 
they say I got to.    I don't see what I need it fer. 
SEPT. 15 
Gone to three classes today. I reckon I won't like math and english, but zology 
is goin to be interestin'. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Sept. 24, 1925 
Dearest Ma: 
Maybe you think I fergot all about you. No such think. I been to busy to 
breethe. 
Yesterday the president of the Women's League read the mils we got to obey. 
My law, ma, you never herd so many dum fool rules in all your born days. I kin only 
have 2 dates a weak and don't think a minute I kin go to a soshable dance, I kin only 
go to the show during the week, by using one of my six spechuls. Have to be in every 
nite by seven, you have to sin up when you leve, how long your goin to stay. Ain't it 
awful ma, they can't trust your daughter ma, and with all the bringin up I've had. 
We had the facultee reception the 18th, we kidds call it the General Jam. All 
the facultee stand in receivin line in the gym. But I didn't see them get nuthin tho. 
I was scaired but I put on an aire of eaze like it was all old stuff for me. I met some 
collegiate boys. One of them. A Frat boy asked to see me home. So we did, his 
name is Freddie Stone. 
There ain't no more news.    I'm almost broke, plese send some cash. 
Luv. Lizzie 
OCT. 4, 1925 
Dere Di Im goin to confid in u cauze I no you wouldn't tell my evermost secrets. 
Me and Freddie had a scheaming date tonite. I'm scared to death sumbody saw us 
but to see Freddie is jus wonderful. I'll go agin if he asks me. He's a footballer and 
he pulled a new one on me. He said he wudn't go walking with his best girl and his 
football coche for nuthin. I says why, and he said hed get pennalised 15 yds for hold¬ 
ing.   Oh Di, Ain't he clever? 
I 
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Bowling Green, Ohio 
Dec. 1, 1925 
Dere Ma: 
I'm glad I didn't come home Thanks Given, cause Freddy and I, did the town 
up rite, I'll say we did. I staid with May Jones, and Freddy was ther for dinner. 
We saw a show in Tooledo to. 
Christmas vacashun comin soon and I'll tell you I sure am tickled. Beleve me I 
want somethin good to eat to, for onst. Vacashun starts the 18th, and I bee home 
the 19th, gee I kin hardly wait. 
Say Ma; Do you know why a girl stands before a Mirror when she dresses? To 
see whats goin on; ain't that good?    Freddie told me that. 
See You the 19th. 
Lize 
DEC. 13 
Oh Di, I'm all creepy inside. Freddy ask me to wear his Eight Bro. Pin tonite. 
when we was comin home from church. What would you have done? I gess I done 
it, but what wuld ma say if she knowd it? I do care fer him heaps, in fact I think I 
luv him.   I'm all upset. 
DEC. 16TH 
Packing too go home. It's almost to good to be true. No more classes this year, 
herray! Ain't nature grand! Even you little diry will get a rest, for when Freddie 
aint where I am, there aint nuthin to rite in you.    I'll say there ain't! 
Edna P.:    "How long did it take you to learn to roller skate?" 
Shorty A.:   "Oh about a dozen sittings." 
A. 
B. 
A. 
"I've got a compliment for you." 
"Well, what is it?" 
"Somebody told me that you had acute indigestion." 
I stood on the porch at midnight— 
And asked for a good-night kiss. 
That's why I lie in the morgue today, 
For she replied, "Take this!" 
Father:    "I liked that young man you were with the other night, so I asked him 
to dinner this evening.   Told him to drop around in his business clothes." 
Onnolee Hipp:   "O, father!    He's a life guard." 
Prof. Moseley:    "What is the best-known native American animal?" 
Vivien M.:    "The hot dog." 
-trfi£>i 
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"OUT OF THE MOUTHS OF MIGHTY PEOPLE" 
FRANCES SMITH—"What did you get in your Trig, test today?" 
ROBERT ROE—"Is everything all set for tonite?" 
ORPHA KNIGHT—"I shall feed my husband well." 
EDITH MCGEE—"Women's League meeting tonite, kids, at four." 
MILDRED WHISTLER—"Oh for the love of Ike." 
HARRY FRANKFATHER—"And the little old Ford, it rambled right along." 
HOMER MOSCOE—"All great men are dying and I don't feel well myself." 
OLIVE HAVENS—"I just raised Ned." 
JAY BONE—"Much talk will surely get grades." 
JOHN RUDOLPH-—"Will you marry me?"    "I am going to the Philippines." 
VIRGINIA WAYMAN—"What do you want for the Emerson poster next week?" 
MARIAN KOLEMAN—"Now, the way to a man's heart is thru his stomach." 
CHLOE THOMAS—"Teddy and I are sore today." 
OLIVE REICHLY—'Til graduate if they accept all my credits from Bluffton." 
ORVII. GUNDRUM—"How much advertising do you want for this month's B. 
G. news?" 
CHARLES CLARKE—"I can't waste time in talking." 
LAURA MCMASTERS—"If I sell the china that I have now, I will have $40." 
THEODORA FOWLER—"Now Lumely says in his Social Control, etc., etc.. etc." 
WAYNE CORNELL—"I like to rhyme, but gee it takes a lot of time." 
MARY FREEMAN—"Anything for a quiet life." 
IVAN BEARD—"Your city is all right, but give me the farm." 
WILBUR SWARTZ—"A+B+C=0." 
OTTO ROTH—"Anyone seen my girl?" 
EARL ADAMS—"Now take Industrial Arts for a practical course." 
JEAN SHERER—"Did you hear the latest?" 
LUCILE LONG—"Hello kids, whut you doin' ?" 
ESTHER MARCH—"I'll land that fish or lose my towel." 
LAURA POPE—"Has Earl been in the Hall lately?" 
GEORGE WILSON—"I look at it this way." 
EVERETT DOTY—"By Gar." 
FRANKLIN SKIBBIE—"1 am a citizen of the world." 
DALLAS LAURENCE—"It seems to me." 
MARGARET BULGER—"On the other hand." 
EARL WITTMER—"Where Laura leads me I will follow." 
NOBLE HEISER—"My father and mother was Irish, And I am Irish too." 
LINDSEY PUGH—"Sweet Anne Page." 
ONNOLEE HIPP—"Let's see, is this Eddie's or Premo's Saturday nite?" 
CARL BACHMAN—"The taller you are, the harder you fall." 
BLANCHE DAVIS—"Good Heavens." 
JONATHAN LADD—"There never was a class like '26." 
ROBERT YOUNKIN—"I do warble like a sparrow." 
STANLEY PENNINGTON—"It is me that loves a Freshman." 
% _J Ji 
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Waitress in confectionery :   "Did you order this sundae?" 
Absent-minded Prof. (Mr. Kimmel) :  "Goodness! Have I been here that long?" 
Air. Holt: "Miss Leathers, you've been absent from this class for six consecutive 
class periods." 
Eloise L.: "Yes, sir. You told us that once one had started anything, one should 
not stop until she had attained the highest record." 
Father:   "Where have you been, Thelma?" 
Thelma R.:   "Sitting in the porch swing, father." 
Father:    "Why, it has just been painted!    Your new dress, too.' 
Thelma:   "Oh, it's not hurt a bit—but poor Carelon's trousers—. 
"What is the penalty for bigamy?" 
"Two mothers-in-law." 
The mourning widow caused a tender sentiment to be chiseled on the headstone of 
her husband's grave. The exact wording was as follows: "Thou art at rest, until we 
meet again." 
The schoolboy, after profound thought, wrote this definition of the word "spine,' 
at his teacher's request: 
"A spine is a long, limber bone.    Your head sets on one end and you set on the 
other." 
Helen T.:    "I hear that Ag. Pilliod got seasick yesterday in the chapel choir." 
Eleanor S.:   "How's that?" 
Helen:    "The high C's were too much for her." 
"Peanuts" (Just before Geology class) : "Everett Doty has twenty-nine pages 
in his geology notebook." 
Jean Sherer (In a loud voice, just as Everett appears on the scene) : "Bless his 
heart." 
Mr. Biery:    "Why do you suppose I left the light on in my basement all nite 
last nite?" 
RedO.:   "I'll bite." 
"This is hell," said the devil as he lifted up the telephone receiver. 
George Evans:   "Good heavens, how did you get tha-: black eye?" 
Pete P.:    "Some guy cracked me with a ripe tomato." 
George:    "What!   You don't mean to say that a ripe tomato did that?" 
Pete:   "Yeah, this one had a can around it." 
Miss Blum (As only she can say it) :   "Please leave the library." 
Ellura C.:    "I really didn't intend to take it with me." 
i 
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So modest was Miss Pinky Pain, 
So Sensitive, forsooth, 
Her very ears would blush with Shame. 
To hear the Naked Truth. 
Prof. Martin:    "Young lady, did you filter this solution?" 
Min. Jeswald:   "No, I was afraid it wouldn't stand the strain." 
Harry Frankfather coming into his room at 7:30 P. M.:    "Gee, I've got to cut 
out this running around at nights." 
Had your iron today? 
Yes, old dear, I just bit my nails. 
Dr. Kohl:   "I don't want to emphasize dates." 
Speaker  (during eloquent lecture) :    "When they send  all  girls away  from out 
co-educational colleges, what will follow ?" 
Jack Mollencoff: "I will" (In a loud voice). 
A Freshman when called upon to make a speech unexpectedly, got up, and began 
like this: "As I was sitting on my thought, a seat struck me." 
Onnolee H.  (At Key Staff meeting) :   "Let's have cream paper in our annual. 
It goes well with our backs." 
Newsboy (Meeting Harry C. and Dorothy H.) :   "Daily." 
Prof. Reebs (At close of period) :    "This is absolutely the poorest recitation I've 
ever heard.   Why I've done over half of it myself." 
Miss Shaw (after basketball practice) :   "Have you taken a shower, Miss Rosen- 
dale?" 
Dorothy R.:   "Why no; is one missing?" 
Jay Bone (calling for a date) :    "Hello, who is this?" 
Other end of line: "How should I know?   I can't see you." 
Mr. Landis (in Hygiene class) :    "The red corpuscles differ from the white in 
what respects?" » 
MunsB.:    "In color." 
The Happy Hour—Saying good-night for the last time. 
Mother:    "Did I hear you say 'darn'?" 
Jean Sherer:   "No, mother.   I don't use baby talk." 
Prof. Martin (in chemistry class) :    "What are the properties of heat?" 
Rozella L.:   "Heat enlarges all bodies, while cold contracts them." 
Prof. M.:   "That's right.    Now illustrate." 
Rozella:    "In the summer the days are longer, while in  the winter they are 
shorter." I    „ 
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COMMENCEMENT WEEK 1925 
F THE fifty-two weeks in the year, Commencement Week is probably 
the outstanding week for all students. 
To the Seniors it means the severing of college ties and the 
Commencement of life's work.    To the Juniors it means the begin¬ 
ning of Seniorhood.   And to the Sophomores it signifies that half of 
their college career is completed.    While it means to the Freshman 
that he has safely passed the testing period and is now a part of the college. 
Such was the meaning of Commencement Week to the students of 1924-1925. 
The activities of the week began wTith the Baccalaureate Services on Sunday, 
June 7. 
Monday evening, the Musical Recital was greatly enjoyed. 
Tuesday afternoon, the President's reception was held from four to six o'clock 
at his home on East Wooster Street. 
Wednesday morning the Seniors had charge of chapel exercises at ten o'clock. 
At this time Dr. Kohl gave an inspirational talk. The feature of the afternoon's ex¬ 
ercises was the crowning of the May Queen, Miss Lorena Osterhout. of Wauseon. 
This was followed by the traditional planting of the tree by a member of the Senior 
class.   The day was brought to a fitting close by the Alumni banquet at Shatzel Hall. 
Thursday, June 11, a perfect Commencement day, brought to an end the week's 
festivities, with the Commencement exercises held at ten o'clock, in the college audi¬ 
torium.    Dr. John A. H. Keith gave the address. 
KSPTI^  
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TURN OUT THE LIGHTS 
HERE has been a great deal of complaint by authorities of late that 
lights seemed to remain on unnecessarily long in dormitories for 
women. Conscious of the fact that midnight lights burdened the 
state too much and that the health of the girls might be seriously im¬ 
paired, an investigation was made to find the cause. If it was due 
to study required by tyrant teachers, the investigators thought it time 
to demand shorter hours for students. 
But the investigation brought to light the fact that lights were long burning only 
on nights after certain girls had received mysterious packages from the postman. Col¬ 
lege feeds had been the cause of all this alarm and search. 
Now, feeds are a college institution, deep-rooted in tradition. They are distinctly 
a college custom and are firmly established in dormitory life. 
This last statement need not instigate another investigation to see that our college 
girls receive adequate food. The reason for feeds is not a lack of food—but a craving 
for excitement, a desire to do the forbidden thing. 
A college feed is a conglomeration of various eatables that have been begged 
from home, or bought up town, or, if you can get away with it. that have been secretly 
brought up from the regions below. 
It is not a formal dinner, but all the various eatables are placed on a study table 
from which all books and papers have been hastily removed to be shoved under the 
bed or into the corner. The table service is neither complete nor elaborate, so you 
may have to eat meat and salad with a tablespoon, or if a fork falls to your lot you may 
have to eat your glass of chile con carne with it. 
The most appropriate time for these feeds seems to be the hours of eleven and 
twelve. It is that time before all the gang and the eats can be collected together in the 
same place. 
But college girls seem to like these things, and it will work a severe hardship with 
the girls of the college if lights have to go off promptly at ten o'clock. 
;r<iE>3i 
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HERE AND THERE—1925-26 
Sept.  14—Registering, hunting rooms, unpacking. 
Sept.  15—Hunting chapel seats.    Prexy's traditional speech to the new students. 
Sept.  18—Met the whole gang at the "general jam" last nite.   "Some bunch." 
Sept. 21—Seniors organize. 
Sept. 22—Charley horses enjoyed by football squad. 
Sept. 23—"Get Wise" party and we all "Did." 
Sept. 25—Organizations are under way and class work piling up. 
Oct. 2—Temptation for ma's cooking too great.    Hence suitcase brigade. 
Oct. 3—Our gridiron heroes journey to Otterbein 0-0.    Mud. 
Oct. 5—Home-Coming well under way.    Sounds like old times. 
Oct. 6—Cambridge, England, debate.    First college they visit in United States. 
Oct. 8—^Remainder of Key Staff elected. 
Oct.  10—Country Life Party.   "Punch and Wafers."   Lost to Ypsilanti. 
Oct.   11—Rain!! 
Oct.  14—Practice teaching begins. 
Oct.  16—Rings ordered. 
Oct. 17—More Rain!! 
Oct. 20—Still a good attendance at chapel. 
Oct. 23—Six weeks exams.    Is it possible? 
Oct. 24—Dancing maids, clowns, witches—Hallowe'en party.    B. G. 0, 
Findlay 0.    Still it rains. 
Oct. 26—Lesson plans.    "Nuf Sed." 
Oct. 30-31—No school.    N. W. Teachers' Convention. 
Oct. 31—B. G. wins from Defiance 2-0. 
N0v_ 2—Five Bro., Skol, and Five Sister pledges announced. 
Nov. 3—Winding up Home-Coming plans. 
Nov. 5—Hardly wait till Home-Coming. 
Nov. 6—Beautiful day.    Everybody happy. 
Play "Lang Syne" went off fine.    Tomorrow—!! 
Nov.  7—Horrors—More  Horrors—"It  Rains" but we had our  Home-Coming 
in spite of it all.    B. G. 6. Bluffton 0. 
Nov. 8—Resting. 
Nov.  10—Thanksgiving vacation announced.    "Hurrah." 
Nov.  11—Armistice Day—Half  Holiday.    Fresh-Soph.  Hockey Game. 
Nov.   13—Everything wrong.    Fri. 13. 
Ashland 14, B. G. 26.   Last game. 
Nov.  20—"Kick-Off Party."    Success to you, Captain Gill. 
j, Nov. 25—Going home to eat Turkey??? 
I      $ 
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Nov. 30—Three more weeks till Christmas vacation. 
Nov. 31—First call for basketball candidates. 
Dec. 4—Twelve weeks gone. 
Dec. 7—Worrying about Christmas presents. 
Dec.  12—Penny Fair, yet nothing cheaper than a jitney. 
Dec.  17—Christmas party.   Received a touch of the Christmas spirit. 
Dec.  18—Going Home. 
Dec.  19—Our first basketball game.   Ohio Northern 12, B. G. 38.    Prospects of 
a winning team. 
Jan. 4—Back to school. 
Jan. 6—Adrian 16, Bowling Green 42. 
Jan. 5, 6, 7, 8—Resting after vacation. 
Jan. 9—Findlay swamped to the tune of 52 to 13. 
Jan. 16—Junior-Senior Formal. 
Jan. 23—Bluffton 18, B. G. 38. 
Jan. 24—Fanny and the Servant Problem. 
Jan. 25—Getting up notebooks. 
Jan. 29—B. G. 25, Defiance 24.    Thanks to Capt. Bud for the winning point. 
Feb. 1—Second semester begins. 
Feb. 6—Girls' Prom—Good-looking fellows. 
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday. 
Feb.  13—Snow Party.    Defiance 30, B. G. 33.   One game nearer the champion¬ 
ship. 
Feb. 19—Bluffton 26, B. G. 36. 
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday—No school—George, we wish you many happy 
returns of the day. 
March 1—Comes in like a lion. 
March 3—Wind and more wind. 
March 5—Findlay 16, B. G. 35.    Championship ours.    6 wins, 0 defeats. 
March 6—Five  Sister Party. 
March 12-13—Class B. Sectional Basketball Tourney. 
March 20—Skol Party. 
March 21—Spring has come??????? 
March 24—Debate.    Won over Bluffton and Adrian. 
March 25—Gym. Demonstration—Frosh are victorious over Sophs.    Good game. 
March 26.—Everybody out for a week of vacation. 
fft 
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BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
T is doubtful that in any other college city of similar size there can 
be found such mutual friendliness and spirit of helpfulness as exist 
between the six thousand citizens of Bowling Green, Ohio, and the 
students of its State Normal College. Association between residents 
and scholars is close, cordial, and sympathetic. Citizens are intensely 
interested in the activities of the school; and students reciprocate by 
showing a lively interest in the welfare of the city and an apprecia¬ 
tion of its many advantages. 
Bowling Green is located in Wood County, twenty miles south of Toledo in 
Northwestern Ohio, and is easily accessible via the New York Central, Baltimore and 
Ohio, Toledo, Bowling Green & Southern Traction line, and via splendidly improved 
roads of which the Dixie Highway and the Cleveland to Chicago highway are 
notable. More than two-thirds of Wood County's fifteen hundred miles are improved; 
and Bowling Green, the county seat, is the hub from which radiate stone roads in every 
direction.   Five hours' easy motoring will bring one to it from Columbus or Cleveland. 
The history of the city is closely linked with that of the great Northwest Terri¬ 
tory of which it is a part. Through it marched Gen. Hull to Detroit in the War of 
1812. Thirteen miles north of it lies Ft. Meigs whose valorous defense in 1813 by 
Gen. Harrison saved this section to the Union ; and across the river from this fort is 
the site of the Battle of Fallen Timbers where Mad Anthony Wayne defeated the 
Indians in 1794 in a memorable conflict. 
In 1833 the first residence in Bowling Green was erected by Elisha Martindale. 
It was a log cabin built on the west side of what is now known as Haskins street, about 
thirty rods north of Conneaut avenue in the northwest part of the present city. Bowl¬ 
ing Green was christened in 1834 after the county seat of Warren County, Ky., by 
Joseph C. Gordon, a pioneer mail carrier who on horseback carried the mail between 
Perrysburg and Bellefontaine. In christening, he pointed out how appropriately 
adapted to the landscape was the name. The town was incorporated November 9, 
1855. 
Bowling Green since its birth has been accustomed to do things for itself. Its 
railroad facilities are the outgrowth of a strap-iron road, built, financed and conducted 
by its sturdy pioneers. Its great Wood County Fair, second in size only to the State 
Fair, is the child of pioneer endeavors and the continued culture of its citizens. Its 
position as county seat is due to a persistent fight for its selection and to an obstinate 
defense of that selection through a series of contests. Its several factories represent the 
energetic action of its citizens. Its proud position as the center of a wonderful mer¬ 
cantile trade drawn from a wonderfully rich agricultural district is the result of modern 
stores filled with the latest merchandise, bought by enterprising and accommodating 
merchants and of splendid financial facilities. 
The city takes especial pride in its beautiful maple trees, its lawns, its well-kept 
homes, its 99 per cent paved streets, its sidewalk system, and its sanitary provisions. 
Here is a city of health, a city whose cleanliness and health supervision by Dr. H. J. 
\ 
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Powell prevent epidemics, a city of wide-open spaces where fresh air and sunlight per¬ 
meate all recesses. 
Two years after the first cabin was built here, a school house was erected; and 
education has been continuously and effectively encouraged. The beautiful school 
houses and the records of the schools under Supt. D. C. Bryant and his predecessors 
attest this; while the presence of the State College itself is due to the fact that its 
citizens conducted a definite campaign for its location here and donated 831/2 acres for 
its site. 
The atmosphere of Bowling Green is distinctively moral and religious. Beautiful 
edifices erected to God grace it; and the denominations included are Presbyterian, 
Methodist, United Brethren, Baptist, Church of Christ, Catholic, Episcopalian, Free 
Methodist, Radical U. B., Adventist, Christian Science, and Pentecostal. Since 1908 
no saloon has been permitted to exist in Bowling Green; and the city and Wood county 
have the reputation of being places where, more than anywhere else in Ohio, capture 
and punishment is most likely to be the fate of any liquor runner who dares invade 
their precincts. Healthy recreation is readily available; but gambling and vice are 
taboo in this city, which welcomes the self-respecting citizen and extends friendship 
to him. 
THE KEY STAFF takes this opportunity of expressing its thanks 
to the Commercial Club and to the Professional and Business 
men of Bowling Green for their generous contribution and 
kind co-operation in helping to make the 1926 Key possible. 
We hope that our readers will in turn co-operate 
and patronize our friends. 
THE FOLLOWING CONTRIBUTED 
$25.00 
A. Froney & Company 
Wood County Savings Bank Company 
Commercial Savings Bank & Trust Co. 
$20.00 
Van Wagner Construction Company 
Riegle, Riegle & Cheney—Attorneys at 
Law 
I i 
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$10.00 
A. E. Avery 
E. M. Butler 
Bower's Dry Cleaning Company 
Coen's Furniture Store 
College Inn 
Cla-Zel & Lyric Theatre—Clarke 
Young, Prop. 
Kroger Grocery & Bakery Company 
130 E. Wooster St., 206 N. Main St. 
State Bank 
Lincoln & Dirlam 
Alex Klever 
W'alker's Studio 
$7.50 to $6.00 
Ohio Farmer's Insurance Company, Earl 
Harger, Agent 
E. J. Frowine, D. D. S. 
$5.00 
Aldrich  Bros. Garage 
Bolles Drug Store 
C. C. Hutton, Proprietor 
Campbell & Coller—Plumbers 
Crane & Halleck—Music Store 
Don Alkire—Men's Furnishings 
Democrat Printing Company 
Hopper Hardware 
Hankey Lumber Company 
Home Restaurant 
Keil Lumber Company 
Harry Kander—Dealer in Scrap Iron & 
Metals 
Lehman Bros.-—Meat Market 
Mark's Restaurant 
H.   Rappaport   &   Company—Novelty 
Store 
Royce & Coon—Flour & Feed 
Reider's Mills 
Randall's Bakery 
The Sanitary Bakery 
Wood County Republican 
H. G. Strawser—Jeweler 
Sanitary Dry Cleaners 
Woman's Club Dining Room 
Opposite Court  House 
Q> & 
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Wiggins & Gillespie—Plumbing 
J. W. Whitker—Furniture 
Zimmerman's Clothing Store 
Zimmerman's Confectionery 
Charles R. Nearing—Insurance 
Nick Calomiris—Confectionery 
Fred Olnhausen—Jeweler 
Bower's Dry Cleaning 
Clara Davis, D. O. 
DENTISTS 
C. M. Taber, D. D. S. 
Thos. M. Lea, D. D. S. 
L. L. Younker, D. D. S. 
F. A. Elson, D. D. S. 
PHYSICIANS 
F. V. Boyle 
Thos. O. Whitacre 
J. W. Rae 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
Earl D. Bloom 
S. W. Bowman 
Fries & Bachman 
N. R. Harrington 
Ladd & James 
Benj. F. James 
$3.50 to $2.50 
Jesse J. Curry, O. D. 
Home Steam Laundry 
Powell Bros. Palace Pharmacy 
J. F. Eberly 
C. M. Cramer—Monuments 
S. F. Tyson—Insurance 
Moses Lane—Attorney 
F. D. Halleck, M. D. '        . 
I. M. Shrader, M. D. 
O. I. Nesbit, M. D. 
W. H. Gernert, D. D. S. 
J. M. Mariner, D. D. S. 
ie^   -^g 
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$2.00 
GROCERIES 
Burkett's Grocery 
W. A. Cook 
English Bros. 
Ralph Hodgson 
Mass Brothers 
McCrory & Munn 
Fred Munn 
Red Front Grocery 
H. A. Shawaker 
BARBERS 
N. Ducat 
Q. N. Gribbin 
W. L. Lake 
C. A. Smith 
BEAUTY PARLORS 
Peg's Beauty Parlor (Margaret Maas) 
Co-ed   Beauty   Parlor    (Dorothea   Os¬ 
born) 
H. B. Whitesell—Chiropractor 
tf'gni   —=   *r*S)$& 
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THE BOWLING GREEN STATE NORMAL COLLEGE 
THE Bowling Green State Normal college is a member of the North Central Association of 
Colleges and the American Association of Teachers Colleges, and offers to students superior 
advantages for higher training at a minimum expense. 
COLLEGE MALL 
TWO-YEAR DIPLOMA COURSES 
DIPLOMA courses consisting of two years of work in advance of graduation from a first grade 
high school are offered in Elementary Education. Three such courses are offered: Kindergarten- 
Primary,  Intermediate,  Upper  Grade. 
THREE-YEAR DIPLOMA COURSES 
THREE-YEAR COURSES for special teachers of Music, Commercial Education, Home Economics, and 
Industrial Arts will be offered in September. 1926, to meet the new requirement of the State 
Department, which goes into effect in 1927. 
FOUR-YEAR DEGREE COURSES 
THESE courses provide thorough training in standard curricula and permit special emphasis 
upon a major and minor subject. 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS OF STUDY 
STUDENTS who have decided upon a profession or calling, such as Agriculture, Engineering, 
Commerce, Journalism, Law or Medicine, may profitably complete two years of their training 
in the Normal College, and others who wish the A. B. degree will find three years of acceptable 
work. 
A REAL COLLEGE 
THE entrance requirements and quality of work demanded are based upon accepted college 
standards. All the usual student activities, such as athletics, women's league, debating, etc., 
receive special attention. Inter-collegiate literary contests and athletic sports are prominently 
featured. A high-class entertainment course is provided, and the social needs of students are 
carefully looked after. The physical and moral welfare of students is properly safeguarded, 
and the regulations of the institution are stimulating and wholesome. 
For further information, address, 
H. B. Williams, President. 
-r*2)l <£ 
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